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1. Introduction
This assessment has been prepared on behalf of Thorpe on the Hill Parish Council by the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group. It supplements the Thorpe on the Hill Neighbourhood
Plan and informs the Thorpe on the Hill Design Guidance, both of which are available as
separate, related documents.

1.1 Thorpe on the Hill Neighbourhood Plan
The Local Planning Authority, North Kesteven District Council, will use the Neighbourhood
Plan when it is considering planning applications relating to developments proposed within
Thorpe on the Hill Parish. Policy 6 of the Neighbourhood Plan relates to the Design and
Character of Developments and reads as follows:
“Developments that are consistent with other policies in this Neighbourhood Plan and
the Local Plan will be supported provided their design and specification complement
the established character of the village, as described in the Village Character
Assessment, and are consistent with the Thorpe on the Hill Design Guidance, taking
particular account of:
1. the impact of new buildings and structures on important views in and out of the
village and on the setting of the village within the wider landscape;
2. the visual impact of materials used for external walls and roofs, and the desirability
of selecting these from a locally distinctive palette;
3. the ways in which the overall form, scale, shape and proportions of new buildings and
extensions relate to neighbouring buildings and impact on the character and
appearance of the village as a whole;
4. the visual importance of defining boundaries - particularly boundaries between
public and private realms - in ways that are consistent with the mixture of hedges and
brick walls that traditionally contributed to the character and distinctiveness of the
village;
5. the desirability of echoing and interpreting locally distinctive architecture and
building elements of traditional buildings in the design and construction of new
buildings and structures.
Applicants should explain how these issues and other advice contained in the Design
Guidance have been taken in to account in the design of developments for which
planning permission is sought.
This Village Character Assessment will be taken in to account when relevant applications are
being considered against Policy 5 of the Neighbourhood Plan.
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1.2 The Local Plan
As stated in Policy 5 of the Neighbourhood Plan, due consideration will also be given to the
Local Plan’s policy on design and amenity. Policy LP17 of the Central Lincolnshire Local
Plan (submission version) relates to these matters and is reproduced below. This Design
Guidance provides locally relevant context for the consideration of proposals against that
policy.
Policy LP17: Landscape, Townscape and Views
Character and setting
To protect and enhance the intrinsic value of our landscape and townscape, including the
setting of settlements, proposals should have particular regard to maintaining and responding
positively to any natural and man-made features within the landscape and townscape which
positively contribute to the character of the area, such as (but not limited to) historic
buildings and monuments, other landmark buildings, topography, trees and woodland,
hedgerows, walls, water features, field patterns and intervisibility between rural historic
settlements. Where a proposal may result in significant harm, it may, exceptionally, be
permitted if the overriding benefits of the development demonstrably outweigh the harm: in
such circumstances the harm should be minimised and mitigated.
Creating and protecting views
All development proposals should take account of views in to, out of and within development
areas: schemes should be designed (through considerate development, layout and design) to
preserve or enhance key local views and vistas, and create new public views where possible.
Particular consideration should be given to views of significant buildings and views within
landscapes which are more sensitive to change due to their open, exposed nature and
extensive intervisibility from various viewpoints.
The Lincolnshire Wolds, Lincoln’s historic skyline and Areas of Great Landscape Value
The considerations set out in this policy are particularly important when determining
proposals which have the potential to impact upon the Lincolnshire Wolds AONB and the
Areas of Great Landscape Value (as identified on the policies map) and upon Lincoln's
historic skyline.
Cumulative impacts
In considering the impacts of a proposal, the cumulative impacts as well as the individual
impacts will be considered.

1.3 The Village Character Assessment
Prepared alongside the Neighbourhood Plan, the Character Assessment provides an analytical
description of the village, identifying features and characteristics that are valued and
contribute significantly to Thorpe on the Hill’s distinctiveness – its sense of place.
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In particular, this Character Assessment identifies the foundation for the Design Guidance,
the aim of which is to ensure that development proposals – whether in the village or the wider
Parish - are designed so as to complement and reinforce Thorpe on the Hill’s distinct and
special character.
This document is currently in draft form and there are a number of known gaps and aspects
that will require updating. This work is continuing as the Neighborhood Plan progresses.

1.4 Using the Village Character Assessment and the Design Guidance
Developments outside the built-up area of the village should be designed and sited so that
they maintain the landscape character of the area in which they are located – and, where
possible, enhance it. The Character Assessment will be referred to when proposals are being
considered. The main design features of each discreet zone of the village described in this
Character Assessment has been summarised in the Appendix 1, and later insert in the
Appendix 2 of the of the Design Guidance.
Within the village, the siting and design of development proposals should be informed by
this Character Assessment and by the Design Guidance, which has itself been derived from
the former. The Character Assessment gives particular attention to the village because this is
where most of the development that may be carried out over the period of the Neighbourhood
Plan is expected to be located.

2. Thorpe on the Hill Character Assessment
Thorpe on the Hill has several discrete zones, each with their distinct village-scape character;
a character that has been largely created by the erection of new buildings during the past 200
years. These zones match quite closely with the street pattern, but not all parts of every street
have the same character. In future, it is the intention of the Parish Council to preserve and
enhance the ‘cherished local scene’ even though no Conservation Area has been designated
within the village. It will do this by establishing policies through the Neighbourhood
Planning process for repair work and new build within the village envelope. This document
aims to describe the principal characteristics of the different zones of the village as they are
today and forms part of the Neighbourhood Plan evidence base.
The following zones of the village have been identified:
1. Station Road
2. Eagle Lane
3. Moor Lane
4. Little Thorpe Lane
5. Lincoln Lane and Middle Lane
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6. Westfield Lane
7. Main Street
8. Blacksmiths Lane
9. Fosse Lane
The Following section will analyse the character setting of each zone in details.

2.1 Station Road
Extending from the parish boundary at Pike Drain and the Railway Crossing as far south as
the cross roads at Moor Lane, Station Road is an unexpected, and not unattractive,
introduction to the village from the north. The two most northerly properties in the Road
form an impressive entry to the settlement. On the left is the former Stationmaster’s House,
(‘Safari’ – No.1 Station Road) (Listed Grade II) and opposite it, to the right, standing back
somewhat from the road, is The Railway Inn. The former is a very distinctive building with
verandas, elaborately carved bargeboards and neo-Elizabeth chimneys. Unusually for Thorpe
it is constructed from cream coloured gault clay bricks with a Welsh slate roof that is partly
curved in a most attractive manner towards the former platforms. The Stationmaster’s House
was designed and built by the Midland Railway, and seems to have been the first building at
the new Thorpe Station, being complete before the platforms and other structures. The
railway itself had opened in 1846, and the Stationmaster’s House was drawn in its newly
constructed state in August 1847. The building has similarities with a number of other
surviving early buildings along the line from Newark to Lincoln (such as the Stationmaster’s
Houses at Swinderby and Collingham), though each building is distinctive in its own right.
As a railway building, and therefore contrasting with Thorpe’s remaining building stock, the
Stationmaster’s House remains as a distinctive ‘one-off’ at this end of the village. The
distinctive signal box, that was noted as a ‘sensitive building’ in the Thorpe Village Appraisal
in 1980 was destroyed by British Rail in 1988.
Much more typical of the Thorpe vernacular building style of the 19th and early 20th centuries
is the Railway Inn opposite the Stationmaster’s House. It is built of local deep-red brick and
has a symmetrical eastern façade. It carries a Welsh slate roof, which answers that on the
Stationmaster’s house opposite, and this too will have been delivered by railway. It was built
slightly later than the Station opposite, apparently between 1850 and 1856 (Wilson & Wilson
2003, 72). The windows themselves have been replaced in recent years with a more sensitive
design of top-opening ‘sash’ than those they replaced, and there is a simply moulded central
door-case. Extensions to the north and at the rear have not detracted from the building’s
distinctive simplicity. A detached single-storey building to the south is approximately
contemporary with the Inn and carries the date ‘1860’ outlined in oxidised headers in the
eastern gable brickwork and is thought to have originated as a stable (Wilson & Wilson 2003,
72). With its gable onto the road, it forms a satisfying southern termination to the pub carpark. The Railway Inn is a very similar type of building to two or three other older buildings
6
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in Station Road, and elsewhere in Thorpe, all with symmetrical facades of local rich-red brick
with Welsh slate roofs.
The few buildings around the station must have made Station Road appear a very rural lane
up until the early 1920s, when the corner of land to the north east of the crossroad with Moor
Lane was sold for building by Manor Farm. The first house (West View) that was built on
this plot (built shortly afterwards) continued the local tradition of four-square two-storeyed
structures with symmetrical facades in local rich red brick and intended for Welsh slate roofs.
It is not clear at what date the plot was divided, as it is now, but the second building appears
in the 1970s. West View still retains its original form, though now with a new bold front
porch, and it has replacement windows (similar in style to those at the Railway Inn) and the
Welsh slate has been replaced with modern concrete-tile roofs throughout. It has been greatly
extended to the rear but this development is not easily seen from Station Road. Its boundary
with Station Road is marked by a line of tall cypresses.
A little further down Station Road, on the opposite (west) side of the road, stands a dwelling
house belonging originally to a smallholding (Poultry Farm House). The farmhouse here is
built of local deep red brick under a traditional pantile roof and presents an attractive
asymmetrical façade to the road with a charming brick porch under an independent pantile
roof. This building (or at least part of it) is on the 1907 OS map along with some of its
outbuildings. Unfortunately, the windows, under segmental arched brick heads, have been
replaced with inappropriate plastic ones. Of the small farmstead that existed to the rear of the
property until recent times, only a single building, of local red brick under a pantile roof
survives, lying east-west at the southern end of the original yard. As this building is a
member of an increasingly rare category of agricultural building in the village, efforts should
be made to retain this building within any redevelopment on the site.
Both Poultry Farm House and West View are set comparatively close to the road, forward
within their plots, compared to the later developments in Station Road. Furthermore, Poultry
Farm House retains an attractive low wall of local red brick along its street-front that
connects with a somewhat higher wall of similar character extending along the south side of
the plot. Both of these walls contribute to the agricultural character of the property and
provide an historic accent in the views along Station Road in both directions.
The remainder of the properties on the east side of Station Road, between West View and the
Stationmaster’s House, have been constructed at a variety of dates since this land was put on
the market in 1932, at the time of Manor Farm’s bankruptcy. One or two of the houses may
date from the period before 1939, but the majority owe their origins to the period between
1950 and 1980. In recent years one property (Nos. 29 & 31) has been subdivided and a new
bungalow alongside a two-storey house have been built, both in a traditional style. Apart
from West View at one end, which dates from an earlier period (above), and the
Stationmaster’s House at the other, the new No.31 is the only one of the nineteen properties
on the north side of Station Road of two full stories, and harking back to a traditional
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vernacular. Nevertheless, careful attention to detailing – a Welsh slate roof, good quality
brickwork (with some traditional ornamentation), stone sills, well-proportioned windows and
dormers with bespoke joinery, and an appropriately detailed front porch - has ensured that the
new building compliments its neighbours. All nineteen properties are set well back (and
slightly down-hill) from Station Road, near the centres of the plots in which they sit. The
diversity of different styles of bungalow is pleasing. Only the three near the extreme northern
end – built on the site of a row of railway cottages - are of closely similar design and protrude
much more into the village scape as a result. Now that trees and hedges are mature, Station
Road is a very pleasant thoroughfare. Much of the interest of its streetscape character is
provided by the variety of different hedges and fences that front the broad strip of public
open space between their western boundaries and the road itself. Although some of the
boundaries now look very dated and/or suburban (for example those using lengths of pierced
concrete blocks), this diversity of boundary type is quite pleasing here, and it is only those
properties which have no firm boundary to the west that ‘let the side down’.
There has been some planting of trees in the southern part of the public verge, where they
make a substantial contribution to the streetscape. The benefits of similar planting along the
northern part of the verge should be considered, although the choice of tree might need some
careful consideration.
The west side of Station Road between the ‘bookends’ of the Railway Inn and Poultry Farm
House, could not present a greater contrast with the eastern side. Here, fronting Station Road
for a distance of some 200m, is a long, immaculately kept hedge. But it is of uniform species
(possibly Blackthorn), pierced by industrial-looking tubular steel gates and fronted by a broad
verge of grass onto Station Road. Some tree planting has recently taken-place along the
southern part of the verge, south of the main entrance to the depot. To the north of this
entrance, a line of mature trees inside the hedge breaks-up the view. This hedge conceals
behind it a former gravel extraction depot, the large ‘tin sheds’ of which dominate the scene.
The ‘tin sheds’ are surrounded by areas of tarmac that are used as a machinery depot by an
excavation company. The western side of Station Road, with the exceptions on Poultry Farm
House and the Railway Inn lies outside the village curtilage.

2.2. Eagle Lane
Eagle Lane is a small community consisting of twelve former Council Houses north of the
Lane (built at two different dates, six probably pre-1939 and six subsequently). In addition a
larger house stands somewhat apart to the east (Holly Tree). The latter is the site of the
former Eagle Lane Farm, though it is not clear if the two buildings currently on the site
include any remains of the earlier farmstead. Both are stuccoed and have uniformly modern
detailing.
The former council houses, of brick with welsh slate roofs, stand towards the fronts of their
plots and have only a weak boundary between them and the grassed roadside verge. It seems
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clear that these boundaries were originally intended to be privet hedges, and some lengths of
such hedging survives, but the line has been so eroded by enlarged driveways entrances and
by other forms of boundary (or indeed no boundary at all) that it is scarcely visible today.
Developments since ‘right-to-buy’ have been piecemeal and, although several properties
remain more or less in their original state, others have been greatly extended, with original
details being completely replaced. As a result the entire row looks incoherent, an impression
created largely by the confusion between public and private space. A scheme of
environmental improvements in the grass verge here might help property owners and
occupiers to collaborate more in constructing and maintaining their southern boundary
features. A return to a uniform privet hedge is probably undesirable, but a single, clearly-read
boundary line would improve the look of the Lane. Some additional tree-planting on the
public verge might also be considered. As things stand, Eagle Lane is outside the Village
curtilage.

2.3 Moor Lane
In Moor Lane, about half way between the allotments and the junction with Little Thorpe
Lane stand a row of three small bungalows. All three are brick-built, and were probably
constructed between the wars. They sit beneath pyramidal roofs of Welsh slate. The two to
the east are very little altered, that to the west has been greatly extended both to the west side
and to the rear. Originally, it seems likely that all three were divided from a broad grass verge
fronting onto Moor Lane by a privet hedge, but this now only survives in front of the
easternmost property. The northern boundary in front of the remaining two bungalows has
been removed completely, and the public open space in front of these properties has been
appropriated. It would be sensible and appropriate to re-establish the northern property
boundaries of the two western plots, though that need not be accomplished by using a privet
hedge. The broad grass verge, itself, comes as something of a surprise in this otherwise very
bosky lane, and it is worth considering whether some trees might not be planted in this verge.

2.4 Little Thorpe Lane
Little Thorpe lane can be a very attractive part of Thorpe, but between about eight and nine
o’clock in the morning and three and four o’clock in the afternoon is thick with the cars of
parents whose children attend the school, a problem exacerbated by the fact that it is a narrow
lane with several sharp bends,. Even outside those hours, the increasing popularity of the
Ecocentre and the other leisure attractions and opportunities on Moor Lane encourage a
substantial number of cars, vans and caravans to use this route through the village, rather than
the A46 bypass. The Lane is still characterised by the sparse development that was once
much more widely characteristic of the whole of Thorpe, with large closes separated by entire
fields. Little Thorpe Lane still offers us final glimpse of the village before the pressure for
residential development elsewhere became too strong for the Parish Council to resist.
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At the southern end, on the west side of Little Thorpe Lane, opposite Holme Farm, stand a
line of new houses, the southernmost of which replaced a pair of 19th century brick built
cottages under clay pantiled roofs facing on to Lincoln Lane, though set well back from it.
The replacement building, No.1 Little Thorpe Lane, is of one and a half stories, and appears
much larger than it is because it is set high above the Lane, which is cut seep into the hillside
at this point. It is built of an alien sandy coloured brick and sits under a large, steeply sloping
dark grey concrete tiled roof. A pair of large square dormers facing west are roofed
separately, in an unusual manner (avoiding the ubiquitous horizontal lintels) and are dressed
with white painted clapboard. Window and door fittings appear to be bespoke, as does the
integral garage door arrangement, so, although this building looks rather out of place in its
rural setting, it is nevertheless a worthwhile design. The building is given additional character
by the addition of large battered brick buttresses either side of the garage and at the southeast corner. It appears to have no chimney stack expressed externally. The public/private
boundary between No.1 and Lincoln Lane is managed by an big, though very fine, yew
hedge, though other species are introduced as the boundary heads down the hill in Little
Thorpe Lane. In front of the house, however, the boundary with the public pavement changes
to a tall retaining wall of stone composite with a planting bed in its centre. The foot of this
wall has been reconstructed using a row of upright slabs to create a second raised bed along
the foot of the composite stonework.
No.3 Little Thorpe Lane is a less distinguished modern design than its neighbour to the
south. A simple bungalow, it has an integral projecting garage at the northern end covered by
an extension to the main roof. It is built of alien pinkish-grey brick under a roof of reddish
concrete tiles (now greatly discoloured). Its windows and doors are standard ‘off-the-shelf’
units, but there is an external stack on the southern gable, with some minimal decoration. The
boundary wall between the front garden and the pavement at No.3 is of interest: it appears to
be a genuine stone wall in a dry-stone style, if not genuinely ‘dry’, with a characteristic row
of upright slabs as a coping. It would be nice to think this feature was earlier than the house,
and whatever date it is, it is a rarity in this part of Lincolnshire, away from the limestone
ridge. Currently part of what appears to be the pavement in front of the wall is occupied by an
informal ‘garden’ area, with self-set plants and grasses.
No.5 Little Thorpe Lane is a bungalow of similar date to No.3, though of different design. It
is laid out on an ‘L’ plan with an integral garage facing west in the southern end of its
southern arm. It is built of a similar colour of pinkish grey brick to No.3, but it sits beneath a
roof of grey-black concrete tiles. The gable end of the arm projecting towards the Lane is
relieved by a panel of clapboarding which is stained a dark reddish colour. The windows and
doors are all standard ‘off-the-shelf’ units, and the property bounds the Lane with a low
modern brick wall, painted beneath a concrete coping.
No.7 Little Thorpe Lane is the most northerly bungalow in this group, fitting neatly into the
corner at the junction of School Lane with Little Thorpe Lane. The original building has been
considerably extended, however, with a large dormer range (under a flat lintel) placed high-
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up in the roof and – presumably - with a new wing extending southwards from the south-west
corner, and with an integral garage (under a flat roof) beyond that. The hipped roofs (on both
original and extended buildings) are roofed with greyish black concrete tiles. The original
house and its extension are built of a mid-red coloured brick, and the doors and windows are
standard ‘off-the-shelf’ units. The building has a short, slightly ornamented, chimney stack
projecting through the roof on the north side. The boundary of No.7 with the public
pavement, both on Little Thorpe Lane and on School Lane, is a glorious hedge of mixed
species, with blackthorn predominant (which might have been there before the house was
built).
On the opposite side of Little Thorpe Lane from the four bungalows stands the farmhouse of
the former Holme Farm (No.2 Little Thorpe Lane). The house and its gardens occupy the
corner between Little Thorpe and Lincoln Lanes, and the high quality of the boundary
between the former farmhouse and the lanes is commented on below. The farmhouse itself is
a long low range – under a clay pantile roof - falling away to the north. It appears to have
originated in a long, low range running down the hill to the north, which has been enlarged
by the addition of a squarish block, taller than the original, further to the north again. The
extension to the north dates from later than 1963, and appears originally to have been entered
via an independent porch under its own transverse roof with clay pantiles. However, today,
the entire building is uniformly stuccoed and its window apertures have been greatly altered,
such that it is no longer possible to appreciate the building’s original appearance. The more
recent part has a decorated external stack at its gable end, whilst the older part has an internal
decorated stack against its south gable, and a smaller one placed near the centre of the ridge
but offset slightly to the east. All the windows (in both parts) are of modern ‘plastic’ doubleglazing units, with ‘false’ glazing bars. Sitting as it does so prominently on the junction
between Little Thorpe Lane and Middle Lane, Holme Farm House remains a key building,
even though it has been greatly altered, and has lost much of its historic character.
Some way further northwards along the lane, and on the opposite (north) side of the road,
No.11 Little Thorpe Lane (Topliss’ Farm) is the last of Thorpe’s small-holdings to survive
in anything like its original state. Once there were at least half a dozen such establishments in
the village, but now this is the only one, where the original farmhouse sits in its own
paddocks with the decaying remains of its original small-scale agricultural buildings around
it. Both the farmhouse and the farm buildings to the west were present on the 1886 OS map,
though they had probably not been constructed long before that date. The buildings, which
were all working hard, and still in good repair in 1963, are all still there - including the
notable ‘Nissen Hut’ at the rear of the yard, which might have been acquired from one of the
nearby wartime military bases, as so many such buildings were. Apart from this structure, the
farm buildings form an ‘L shaped’ complex, with an east-west range of stables, sties, etc.,
with walled yards in front of them, under a low roof at different levels. They stand in front of
a small barn-like building range, extending to the north. All these buildings are in a derelict
state today (2015). They are still intact, however, and are built of the rich-red local brick
beneath clay pantile roofs. They are possibly of similar date to the farmhouse itself, which is
11
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a distinguished double-fronted building, also of the same rich red local brick, with a façade
elaborated with a front porch-cum-veranda. This latter feature looked very like that formerly
placed across the front of No.17 Fosse Lane. The veranda extends over the two canted bay
windows at ground floor level and is covered, still, in its original clay pantile roof. The
façade also retains its original Victorian front door and two-light casement windows in the
upper storey. The original clay pantile roof of the main structure has been replaced by less
appropriate dark grey concrete tile. The stacks against both gables are internal and the caps
are decorated with bands of brickwork. The farm and farmhouse sit amongst their own
paddocks, and they are bounded directly by the road itself along the line of a substantial
blackthorn hedge, mixed with other species, which probably dates back to the enclosure
award of 1774. The only gate still used – a very appropriate traditional wooden barred design
- stands at the eastern end of this hedge close to the boundary with No.13 (Pump Cottage).
No.13 Little Thorpe Lane (Pump Cottage). This attractive little building is also on the
1886 OS map, and could be as much as a century older than that. It is built of a local dark red
brick and sits below a clay pantile roof. It has a short ornamented stack located one-third of
the way along the ridge and built of an entirely different creamy coloured brick (apparently a
Gault clay brick, which might suggest a date later than the 1840s), which is emphasised by its
early ceramic pots, which give the building a distinctive skyline. Today, the front door is
located at the east end of the south façade, below a small modern porch of brick, roofed at
right-angles to the façade with clay pantiles, but we might question whether the original
entrance was not once between the central pair of windows, which would have given this
cottage a ‘lobby entry’ plan. On the ground floor, the three windows themselves sit beneath
segmental heads, turned in brick, whilst on the first floor the two smaller windows sit beneath
flat lintels (possibly of timber). Only the window furniture is discordant in this lovely
building. The façade windows have been replaced with inappropriate, bottom opening,
double-glazed units, which contain ‘false’ glazing bars. The eastern gable contains a small
window (also with inappropriate ‘plastic’ window furniture, and to the rear there is a cat-slide
roof. Extending northwards from the western end of the south range is a large extension,
which is of relatively recent construction. This is a very suitable design, of a well-chosen
brick below a clay pantile roof, and with an interesting roof-scape dominated by three large
tile-hung dormers as well as an ornamented chimney stack on the northern gable wall. To the
west the façade has a single big dormer, containing two windows, but again tile-hung, and
offering interesting massing. The window embrasures in the extension are under flat brick
lintels and there is a timber porch in the east façade covered by a lean-to roof of clay pantiles.
As with the southern façade the only discordant note in this attractive new building is the
choice of window furniture (double-glazed units with ‘false’ glazing bars). A modern garage
(of well-chosen red brick under a clay pantile roof) is tucked discretely to the north, with its
double doors invisible from the Lane. The western part of the southern boundary of Pump
Cottage’s garden continues the attractive multi-species hedge from further to the west, but at
the gateway to the front door it gives way to an unpainted picket fence around the corner
towards the access break at the north-east corner of the plot.
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Having run along the south side of Pump Cottage, Little Thorpe Lane turns sharply
northwards along its eastern boundary. As it does so, on the opposite side of the road stands
No.15 Little Thorpe Lane (Honeysuckle Cottage). This is also an older building, though it
is not shown on the 1886 OS map, but is present by the 1905 map. Today, unfortunately,
most of the historic character it might have is obscured beneath an ‘all-over’ render, painted
in a cool cream. The original building has evidently been greatly disturbed and no original
features are evident. The 1905 map shows a simple rectangular block corresponding to the
central bay today, of which the red brick stack (against the original southern gable) might be
the only feature that survives. This core building has been extended to both north (in a single
storey) and south (in two storeys). The roof of the central block is hipped towards the north
(presumably the original southern gable has survived with the chimney against it) and is
roofed with grey tiles, as are the roofs of both extensions. Windows throughout are standard
double-glazed casement units with ‘false’ glazing bars. A detached garage (with rendered
walls under a tiled) is tucked away behind the house to the south, and angled to the southwest so that its doors do not face the Lane directly. The southern part of Honeysuckle
Cottage’s boundary with the Lane is a mixed species hedge, continuing the field hedge
further south. At the gate this gives way to an attractive unpainted picket fence. The property
used to continue a considerable way to the north, but in recent years this has been subdivided
and a new house has been built on the former garden. No. 18 Little Thorpe Lane is a small
two-storeyed house built of a well-chosen rich red brick, with some ornamental detailing (a
projecting cornice band, segmental heads to the ground floor windows and bands to the two
gable-end stacks). The roof is of clay pantiles and has four dormers under transverse roofs
with leaded sidewall details. The velux window that was found necessary in the west facing
slope detracts from the design. The façade is set off by an attractive timber-work porch, set
beneath a transverse pitched roof, covered in Welsh slate. It is small enough to look
interesting rather than discordant. Beyond a single storey extension to the south (also beneath
a clay pantile roof) stands a detached garage of similar brick and under a gabled clay-pantile
roof. Its garage doors confront the entrance to the property from the Lane, though there is
little space here to rotate it, as would have been preferable. The original mixed species hedge
has been retained as the boundary between the new house and the Lane, along with a couple
of small standard tress that he been planted previously on the grassed public verge.
The western side of Little Thorpe Lane, north of Pump Cottage, is dominated by three
modern dwellings, which were built on paddocks originally associated with it. The most
southern No.17 Little Thorpe Lane is a small bungalow on an ‘L’ plan with a garage
attached to the northern end of the northern arm under a lower roof. It probably dates
between the 1970s or 1980s. It is of an attractive dull red brick and sits beneath a roof of grey
concrete tiles, though it is apparently without stacks. The structure is enlivened by the
eccentric placement of the front door, within a deep porch running longitudinally along the
north face of the southern arm of the ‘L’, and supported at the north-east corner by a brick
pier. The windows are all standard double glazed units with ‘false’ glazing bars, which are
presumably replacements, whilst the property boundary with the public grassed verge is a
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hedge of mixed species, probably surviving from before the bungalow was built. To the
north, however, the entire public realm has been appropriated by No.19 Little Thorpe Lane,
who have incorporated it into their landscaped front garden. The original public/private
boundary appears to be indicated by two surviving standard trees and a short length of laurel
hedge at the north end. No 19 itself is a decidedly unusual building to find in a Lincolnshire
village. It looks as though it was built in the 1960s, and although one panel of its eastern face
(facing Little Thorpe Lane) is of a uniform red brick, most of the façade is veneered with
stone, which looks like roughly shaped Jurassic limestone. This stone is also used to create an
extravagant stack at the south-east corner and to provide cyclopean buttresses both the front
door case and to the projecting integral garage doors at the north end. The building sits
beneath a single long roof (lying north-south) and covered (rather incongruously, given the
character of the building) with clay pantiles. There are gabled projections to the rear under
transverse extensions of the main roof. If they are not original, the windows appear to be
replacement bespoke double-glazed casement units, and look consistent with the distinctive
design of the house.
No.21 Little Thorpe Lane, to the north, is an altogether more recent addition to Thorpe’s
building stock, and possibly a more appropriate one. It is prominently dated ‘1994’ in the
lead-work. It is of a well-chosen deep red brick (still exhibiting salting), with plenty of
decorative flourishes (a projecting dentillated cornice band in the gables and around the
chimney stack, projecting kneelers and segmental arched door-heads to the garages in the
northern extension). It is set beneath a steeply pitched roof of clay pantiles, which rises to a
full gable to the south but has an odd small ‘hip’ to the north. In this case, it seems unlikely
this can be a money-saving detail, so we can presume it is a further attempt to make the
building’s profile distinctive. The massing of the building is distinctive enough anyway, with
a large projecting gable westwards towards the Lane, and a large extension northwards, of
one and two stories, incorporating garages, under roofs at several different levels. The roof is
pierced by two well-proportioned dormers, with side walls and facias decorated with
excellent lead-work. Lead is also used to cover the quirky little north-facing dormer that rises
inexplicably, but delightfully, from the north side of the central projecting bay. The window
furniture uses a dark-varnished hardwood, and looks entirely in-keeping. The front door is
covered by an exuberant openwork timber framed porch with a transverse roof tiled in clay
pantiles. Like No.19, No.21 has also appropriated the public grassed verge and taken it into
the landscaping of their front garden, the original line of the boundary is now represented
only by a single standard silver birch.
The Stud Farm sits some distance further to the north from No.21 and consists of a
bungalow arranged east-west on the southern side of a courtyard lined otherwise with singlestorey stables. The bungalow is of a red brick beneath a grey pantile roof of some type,
though the south slope of which an ornamented stack projects about two-thirds of the way
along from the west. Neither the bungalow nor the stables can be seen from Little Thorpe
Lane, as they are effectively screened by a mixed species hedge with several standard trees
(to the south) which gives way to a thick hedge of Lelandii further north.
14
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The final building in Little Thorpe Lane, before it joins Moor Lane, is Dog Adventure
World, formerly Laurelholme, which stands in isolation on the east side of the lane in a
rectangular plot that is not shown on the 1905 OS map. Presumably, then, this plot was
carved out of the field, and the building created, after that date. But not that long after that
date, as the building has a number of decorative details that suggest construction sometime in
the next decade or two. It is a square block of a building with two gable-end stacks not
expressed externally but with elaborate decorative banding at the caps. The bricks chosen are
a very uniform rich red colour, typical of the output of the Lincoln Brick works in the early
part of the 20th century. Here they are used decoratively, to create an elaborate cornice, with
moulded and cut brick pendants, and very elaborate kneelers on the gable-ends, which also
exhibit a false cornice below the stacks, again using cut brick. The stacks themselves, which
are corbelled out from this point are also elaborately decorated with brick banding. On the
western façade all the windows are segmental-headed and all except the central one on the
upper floor have boldly projecting keystones, of stonework, like the window sills (now all
painted black). There is a substantial single-storied range projecting eastwards from the north
end, which has a single-storied garage added to the north or it, under a flat roof. The main
roof itself has been replaced in an inappropriate form of dull grey concrete tile, though what
might have been the original terracotta copings might have been reused. The window
furniture (timber casements, with large panes and over-lights) and the front door and its
setting are all apparently original, and they set off the elaborate late Edwardian façade
handsomely. The public/private boundary is a line of mixed species conifer, which contrasts
with the original field boundary hedge to the north and with the absence of any boundary
hedge to the south. It is hard to understand why the southern part of the boundary between
the field surrounding the house and Little Thorpe Lane (north of this building) was removed
in the first place.

2.5 School Lane
School lane is a short-cut between Little Thorpe Lane and Lincoln Lane. Like the upper part
of Little Thorpe Lane itself it sits in a deep cleft cut into the hill-side, suggesting an origin in
a watercourse rather than as a road. It is now a No Through Road for traffic (except for
access), but in 1905, there were no houses along it at all, and today there are only five.
East of Cedar House, which stands on Lincoln Lane (No.18), is Thorpe’s original
Schoolhouse (Nos. 1 & 2 School Lane), opened in 1899 to replace the original village
schoolhouse that had been located in the north-eastern corner of St Michael’s churchyard
since 1843 (Cole 153). This building has latterly been divided into two cottages, but beneath
all the modern stucco and the poor-quality modern replacement windows (standard doubleglazing units) and door furniture, the striking Arts-and-Crafts design of the original building
is still visible. Although the brickwork walls have been rendered, it still retains its two tall,
elaborately decorated, chimney stacks (showing the quality of the original brickwork), the
tile-hanging in the principal gables and the two prominent smaller gables, also tile-hung, with
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their deep eaves and decorated bargeboards facing the junction of School Lane with Lincoln
Lane. The original clay pantiled roof has been replaced in grey concrete tiling, but the deep
eaves with their expose rafter-ends still read strongly. The building is divided from the public
roadside by a flimsy unpainted picket fence. The building is largely obscured from the roads
by a single) sliver-birch tree that has rooted itself in the roadside verge. It may be that
removal of the tree, and thus making the building more visible, would be the stimulus for
undertaking a restoration of this potentially valuable building in the villagescape.
Towards the south end of School Lane, on the west side, one of Thorpe’s more dramatic
modern buildings lies low behind its single-species hedge (No. 5 School Lane). Through the
discrete iron gates we can see from Lincoln Lane the unusual roof of this building, which
must have been built in the 1970s. The roof lies long and low, and orthogonal with Lincoln
Lane rather than School Lane. It is covered in silvery grey tiles, which almost give the
appearance of wooden shingles. To one end (west) a projecting gable extends southwards to
cover an extension of the building’s footprint, whilst to the other (east) is a small dormer with
a transverse roof and gable, roofed in the same tiles as the main roof, but with side-walls and
facia of natural timber plank-work. Centrally placed in the roof, however, is a great curving
dormer with the shingles of the roof rising and falling over it. Once again the facia of the
dormer is in natural plankwork. The whole roof is aiming at an Arts-and-Crafts look, and it
succeeds well. The building itself is constructed of a creamy white brick, with the apex of the
projecting gable in plankwork matching the other details of the roof. The building has
dormers facing away from Lincoln lane (under flat lintels) and a large single storey extension
northwards under a flat roof.

2.6 Lincoln Lane/Middle Lane
Lincoln Lane is the principal road in Thorpe, running east to west through the main
settlement on the hill. At its west end it meets Station Road at a right-angle as the latter
climbs the hill to meet it, whilst at its east end it curves gently northwards, then southwards,
as it leaves the village making for the Thorpe roundabout on the A46. The eastern end of the
road, eastwards from its junction with Little Thorpe Lane, is called Middle Lane, a change
that marks the traditional end of the built-up area. As the road passes through the village the
road’s character changes, as the properties that line it to either side change. The eastern
approach to the village along Middle Lane is pleasantly rural at present and the road is lined
with mature trees. 1 The first properties encountered are the new close of eight houses
(Holme Close) on the north side of the road built in 1999-2000. They are of a suitably rich
red brick, rather uniform in colour, and all have clay pantile roofs, but which have a distinctly
red hue, rather than the more traditional orange, but both materials will hopefully blend into
the villagescape in due time. The development crams several large properties onto a single
site, and it deploys a fixed set of design details, such as the repetitious detailing of windows,
1

Major new developments on this side of the village should not be allowed to affect this rural approach.
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gables. Brickwork ornaments are also present. Consequently, when viewed from Middle
Lane, Holme Close has little to distinguish it from development in any East Midland suburb,
and does not respect Thorpe’s character as a distinctive village. The properties are divided
from each other by traditional stout brick walls, but the development as a whole is sheltered
from Middle Lane by a stout, species rich, hedgerow, and a line of mature trees. Holme Close
occupies the eastern two-thirds of the former farmyard of the former Holme Farm, the
remaining third being occupied by a single storey modern building known as the Old Dairy
and originally used as mixed office and business units (now, sadly, converted to two
residential units). It lies north-south, and has a rendered southern gable, which is an unusual
treatment in the Thorpe village-scape. The roof is of a similar bright red clay pantile to the
adjacent houses, but unlike them it contains many velux lights. This building is, in part, a
replacement of a former agricultural building, and is modest and unassuming, not least
because it is well set back from the road. Its boundary with the Middle Lane is undefined, as
it was when this was the entrance to the farmyard that preceded it – it currently opens off the
road like a car park.
The Old Dairy frontage is followed, north of the road, by an attractive modern garden wall to
Holme Farm House in red brick (of a more varied texture and colour than is used for the
new houses next door), and which is capped with a traditional clay pantile coping. Although
modern, this wall contributes greatly to the sense of arrival in the village. Westwards, the
wall gives way to an unexpected, but attractive, metalwork ‘fence’, supported on curved
posts, which supports an ornamental studded chain. It is not clear how old the fence is, but it
was there in 1963 and it adds greatly to the corner of Little Thorpe Lane with Middle Lane.
The Garden behind is extremely well maintained and, in this prominent location, is one of the
visual treats of the village. Holme Farm House itself is described in the entry on Little Thorpe
Lane (above). Holme Farm’s prominence on the north-east corner of the spread-out junction
between Middle Lane, Lincoln Lane, Fosse Lane and Little Thorpe Lane is matched by a
group of equally prominent buildings occupying the south-west corner. These are the former
Methodist Chapel and, to its north, Homeside. The triangular green at the centre of the road
junction is another element of great importance to the village character of Thorpe. Planted
with specimen trees and with an ancient bench, only the flow of traffic prevents it being
better used as a refuge by inhabitants.
The John Hunt Memorial Chapel, was built in 1909 in a bright uniform deep-red brick,
under a Welsh slate roof and in a demonstrative ‘sub-Gothic’ style, to designs by the architect
J T Drury of Lincoln. It has a large traceried window overlooking the small green to the east
and a stumpy tower-porch to the north. Like the row of simple lancets along the south
elevation, the window architraves are of a creamy gault-clay brick, though the tracery is
turned in a Jurassic limestone. The projecting buttresses on the east façade and along the side
flanks, with a single set-off, are capped by moulded stone elements, though the rich
corbelling around the cornice of the tower is all undertaken in brick, and thus complements
the Thorpe vernacular tradition. The plinth is created through an off-set in cut brick, though
above this in the eastern wall is a row of limestone ashlars, which look like foundation
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stones, though they carry no inscriptions to the exterior. Additional decoration is provided by
stone kneelers and simply-moulded stone hood mouldings. Prominent at the apex of the east
gable is the large cartouche stone recording the ‘John Hunt Memorial Wesleyan Church’ in
bold lettering and giving the date ‘1909’. The building was converted for use as a residence
in 1999. It is currently not actually listed, but is certainly a good candidate for future
inclusion on the Statutory List of buildings of architectural merit. The building’s small front
courtyard is divided from the pavement of Fosse Lane by a fine and distinctive cast- and
wrought-iron fence, of very similar design to that around St Michael’s church and probably
approximately contemporary with it. The cast-iron gateposts of both fences are also similar,
though not identical, and presumably the fence at John Hunt dates from around 1909.
The building immediately to the chapel’s north (Homeside, No.1 Lincoln Lane) has now
more or less disappeared behind a Lelandii hedge, which stands behind a low red-brick wall
against the pavement. The hedge hides a recent extension to east and south of the original
cottage, beyond its east gable. The cottage itself, which is of rich-red local brick with a Welsh
slate roof (retaining its original decorative ridge-tiles), must date from the third-quarter of the
nineteenth century. Both the cottage itself and the eastern part of the range attached to the
west (No. 3 Lincoln Lane - now also converted for separate residential use), are on the 1886
OS map, when they clearly formed the house and farmyard for a smallholding, with
agricultural buildings and workshops grouped around a courtyard behind the cottage and barn
on the street front. The northern façade of Homeside cottage is not quite symmetrical, and it
is smaller than many other examples in Thorpe, but it clearly belongs to the same later 19thcentury tradition as buildings such as Rose Cottage and Blacksmith’s Cottage. It retains its
original segmental-headed window apertures (turned in brick) with small stone keystones,
which are currently filled with top-hinged ‘pseudo sash’ windows, like those at The Railway
Inn and elsewhere. The central window on the upper floor mimics an arched window of
Regency style, but the basis of this modern design feature is not clear. It might be - or rather
have been - a blind window of the same type as the others in the façade originally. The
brickwork of the northern facade is notable, in that – like Manor Farm House, The Farm and
Blacksmith’s Cottage, and one or two others – slightly oxidised headers are alternated with
less highly fired bricks to give an attractive chequer-board appearance. The prominent gable
facing the junction with Fosse Lane, however, is of plain bricks of lesser quality. Homeside
originally had a cat-slide roof to the south but this has now been replaced by a large extension
towards the rear (southwards). Like several buildings on the south side of Lincoln Lane,
Homeside Cottage stands right on the boundary between the private plot and the public
roadside verge.
The attached range immediately next door to the west (No.3 Lincoln Lane) is also partly of
similar age to Homeside Cottage. However, although the original part (the eastern half) of the
range is probably about the same age as Homeside Cottage to which it is attached, the two
buildings are not contemporary, as they have independent gables, that don’t match. The range
to the west was originally a small barn with an archway through the range into the farm yard
behind. This original range was extended to the west after 1963 and the large segmental
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archway motif has been repeated in the modern extension, with the original archway now
blocked and converted into a front door. Both the original range and the modern extension
now sit under clay pantiled roofs, which probably replicate the original roofing material.
Window apertures in the original building are all modern, and the new windows here have
been imitated in the new extension, but in both buildings the window casements are of good
quality and bespoke, so that this whole façade retains plenty of character and interest,
enhanced by planting. A single velux has been inserted in the streetfront slope of the pantile
roof. Like the former Chaff Barn of Manor Farm (below), this range lies along the street edge
itself, with no set-back.
The north side of Lincoln Lane between Little Thorpe Lane and School Lane is occupied by a
row of six detached bungalows (Nos 6-16 Lincoln Lane, odd numbers). All originally
approximately square in plan and built before 1963. They all have pyramidal roofs covered in
various types and shades of grey concrete tiles (mostly pantiles), except for Hayhillock at the
western end (No.16 Lincoln Lane), which has recently been re-roofed in a bright crimson flat
ceramic tile. Hayhillock is also the only one where a loft conversion has resulted in dormer
windows on the public façade (under flat lintels). All are built using an appropriate rich red
brick, though now several are emphatically strip-pointed. Alternate buildings have projecting
semi-circular bay windows and, although the window furniture was originally of a standard
casement type, many have since been replaced with standard double-glazing units. Those in
Vale View (No.8), however, have been replaced in varnished/painted hardwood. The
properties each have some individuality now, created by the personalities of past and present
owners, with different forms of extension. The diversity of southern boundaries onto Lincoln
Lane (everything from tall, mixed species hedges to nothing at all, with the front garden
merging with the public road verge) is too various to be called attractive. The concrete-block
walls outside Vale View (No.8) looks out of place in the village environment. These
properties were all built on land that had not been occupied by buildings since 1886, and may
never have been built on previously, so, on morphological grounds, it is possible that the
triangle between School Lane, Little Thorpe Lane and Lincoln Lane was once a plot of
common ground at the junction of these routes.
Until the 1980s, the south side of Lincoln Lane, opposite Hayhillock, was occupied by a
range of agricultural buildings, incorporating an open cart-shed (or ‘hovel’), which lay along
the lane-front, continuing the line of the Homeside Barn. As the cart-shed faced southwards
into the yard, the street front was a plain, single-storied brick wall. Adjoining the cart-shed to
its west, and also apparently surviving until the 1980s, was the early Wesleyan Chapel, which
was replaced by the John Hunt memorial in 1909, and had subsequently been also used as an
agricultural building, with large double doors being broken through the northern façade,
where the original entrance doorway had been. This little building, with its dramatic highpitched and hipped pantile roof, probably dated from the early19th century. There have been
Methodists in Thorpe since at least 1794, but a chapel was licensed in 1817 and restored in
1842. This building, probably essentially that of 1817, is a considerable loss for a village that
had already lost so many of its historic buildings by the 1980s.
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These historic buildings along Lincoln Lane’s southern edge have been replaced by two twostorey houses (No.5 and No.7 Lincoln Lane). That to the west (No.7), occupying the site of
the former chapel is fortunately set behind a low brick wall along the street front, and so
some of the sense of enclosure is retained by the presence along the street-front line of the
side wall of the modern garage, which is apparently built from salvaged bricks. Both house
and garage are roofed with grey concrete tiles, and it has a short decorated chimney stack
placed asymmetrically in the front roof slope. The house itself is of an appropriate redcoloured brick, but it has few distinctive local design features that might have equipped it for
this prominent location. There is a single storey outshot along the façade containing an
enclosed porch area, beneath a roof of grey concrete tiles. Its windows are filled with large
hardwood casements.
The second house (No.5) on this plot, to the east of that on the former chapel site, also has
few strong design features to equip it for this prominent location. Unaccountably, this
building sits at a slight angle to its companion and, though it too is of red brick under a grey
concrete pantile roof, it too has very little distinctive quality, despite the tiled porch feature
extending across the façade, supported on two thin timber posts, echoing its neighbour’s
walled outshot. It does, however, have an external chimney stack with minimal decoration,
placed externally on the west gable, and, like its neighbour to the west, it also has discrete
hardwood casement windows. This house appears somewhat more out of context in the
streetscape than its neighbour to the west, however, as there is no hard boundary whatsoever
between it and the street front, and the front garden lawn is indistinguishable from the public
roadside verge.
The complex of buildings at Tip Tree Farm, at the south-east corner of Blacksmiths Lane
Junction with Lincoln Lane, is one of the joys of modern Thorpe. It is one of the best
surviving examples of the type of farmstead that was typical of Thorpe during its 19th century
heyday. The farmstead consists of the house itself towards the north-eastern corner of the
site, still surrounded by its traditional apple orchards, with some original outbuildings
retaining their original pantile roofs to its south, and an ‘L shaped’ group of two ranges of
agricultural buildings to the south-west that represent the remains of the crew-yard. The
farmhouse itself is of two ranges arranged in ‘T’ plan formation, of warm local red brick and
until relatively recently (after 1963) roofed with a traditional clay pantile roof. The present
roof appears to be a dull grey concrete tile. The windows have been replaced uniformly with
less traditional standard double-glazing units (with false glazing bars) in recent times. The
house’s eastern façade was designed to impress, with two full-height canted bay windows,
but oddly, no ‘front’ door. The larger of the two agricultural ranges, running east-west has
many attractive and distinctive features in its north wall, but, regrettably it has lost its
traditional pantile roof, which is replaced by a modern one of concrete or asbestos sheeting
(new in 1963). Its undecorated western gable, in the rich red local brick, makes a dramatic
contribution to the view along Blacksmiths Lane from the north. Abutting it to the south, the
view is also enhanced by the rear wall of the smaller of the two agricultural ranges, which
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originally had an open front to the east, but now also suffers from a roof of concrete or
asbestos sheeting in place of its original clay pantiled one. To the north of the gable of the
major range, a delightful low brick wall, in traditional local rich red brickwork, with an
excellent coping of purpose-cut rounded bricks. Now discoloured with lichens and overhung
with trees, it extends the vista along Blacksmiths Lane round the corner as far as the gate of
Tip Tree Farm. The wall originally served an agricultural purpose, of course, as it defined the
stack-yard. Between the farm entrance and the former chapel plot runs an ancient mixedspecies hedge, with flowering blackthorn in the spring. The hedge (and the ancient brick wall
to its west) continues the original boundary line of the agricultural buildings along the south
side of Lincoln Lane up to Blacksmiths Lane and around that corner.
Although none of the buildings within the Tip Tree Farm group are listed they are all of
considerable architectural and landscape merit. They already make a substantial contribution
to the scene here, but they could be enhanced by the replacement of all roofs with the original
clay pantiles and with appropriate bespoke sashes in the main house. What with Manor Farm,
the original Topliss Farm, Tip Tree Farm and Homeside, the south side of Lincoln Lane from
The Green to the junction of Fosse Lane was once a powerful expression of the mixed
agriculture on which Thorpe thrived from the late eighteenth century until the last war. Tip
Tree Farm is an important reminder of that period in the village’s history.
Across Lincoln Lane, the north side of the extended junction with Blacksmiths Lane and
School Lane is a little disappointing visually, though it could be improved. 2 Immediately
opposite the junction with Blacksmiths Lane stands Holly Green (No.22 Lincoln Lane) – a
large house of 19th century character. It contains a beam carved with the initials ‘R E’ which
may stand for Richard East recorded in the 1841 census, and thus suggest a date in the second
quarter of the 19th century for its construction (Wilson & Wilson 2003, 79). It is noted for the
quality of the gardens surrounding it, which are politely restrained by a white-painted picket
fence along the pavement. The house itself is another of the traditional four-square twostoried buildings (laid out on a ‘T’ plan with a second two-storey range extending to the rear),
like West View and Homeside. As in the latter case, it too mixes oxidised headers amongst
its rich red local brickwork to create a chequerboard effect on its south façade. This façade
has been considerably altered, however, with a central window on the first floor being
blocked, and the original central doorway being converted into a window. The building was
originally designed to have 6x6 vertical sashes, but these have been replaced with standard
top-opening single pane double-glazed units. It sits under a modern roof covered in dark grey
concrete tiles, set between two gable end stacks (with minimal ornamentation) expressed
internally. But despite its many alterations, Holly Green remains a handsome building and
contributes considerably to the scene at this critical but somewhat confused node in the
village.
2

There is an opportunity to do so during the planning stages for the new housing planned on the Hill Close
Farm site to the north
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To the immediate east of Holly Green stands Cedar House (No. 18 Lincoln Lane). This is
an unfortunately prominent example of 1960s in-fill development, squeezed into the access
route to the former piggery (Hill Close Farm). It is quite a small building, but the design is
lifted without much adaptation from contemporary suburban housing-estates (it was already
present here by 1963), with a huge false cat-slide roof, covered in grey concrete tiles and
interrupted by huge horizontal dormer windows. The low chunky chimney stack is offset to
the east. The building stands out, particularly, because it is placed on the top of a rise and is
canted towards the view eastwards down Lincoln Lane, which makes it particularly
prominent. And most prominent of all is the oversized added porch with a slight gabled roof,
squeezed-in beneath the gutter above and supported on two huge unornamented brick piers.
The windows have been replaced with standard double-glazing units throughout (with ‘false’
glazing bars). Half of the front garden has been paved and the boundary wall, which used to
separate the plot from the public space, has been mostly removed. The house itself is built of
a well-chosen red brick, and the curving wall that envelopes the remaining south-eastern part
of the front garden and extends along the eastern boundary is made of headers of the same
brick, but with a soldier-course coping of purple engineering brick.
To the west of Holly Green stands the first in a line of three large individually designed
houses, built at different times, the earliest built in 1963 (Lulworth) immediately to its west.
All of them are low, and appear lower from the road because of the fall of the land. Lulworth
is a bungalow, but that to the west (No. 30 Lincoln Lane) has a second storey in the attic lit
by discrete and unobtrusive dormers with tile-hung cheeks matching the apex of its gable,
projecting towards the street. All three are roofed with dull greyish concrete tiles. The two
easternmost are discretely tucked behind single-species hedges (one Lelandii and the other
Laurel), but the third, No.32 Lincoln Lane, is bounded by a composite stone wall with brick
supports. To the east of these three properties lie two more bungalows (Nos. 34 & 36
Lincoln Lane) occupying the site of the former Manor Farm grain processing unit and store,
which was demolished in the early 1980s. Nos. 34 and 36 are identical buildings and display
no real design qualities whatsoever, though one is a mirror image of the other. They are
constructed of stock textured brick of a lifeless reddish colour, with grey concrete tiled roofs,
off-the-shelf glazing units and door details. The properties front onto Lincoln Lane with long
low brick walls with concrete copings. This pair represent a good example of the erosion of
the village-scape by the carelessly importing ‘standard’ designs and cheap materials into a
sensitive location. The row of low-rise or bungalow development on the north side of Lincoln
Lane is completed with a row of four earlier properties, built following the sale of the land to
individual house builders in 1964-5 (Nos. 38 – 44 Lincoln Lane). All are set well back
within their plots, and have longer front gardens. Most have been greatly adapted and altered
in different ways; No.40 has had a loft conversion, for example, with a dormer projecting
from the roof northwards, whilst the loft conversion at No. 44 uses ‘velux’ windows in the
roof facing Lincoln Lane. Thus, like the properties in Station Road, the overall effect of these
four properties is not unsatisfactory. The easternmost of the four (No. 38 Lincoln Lane),
which stands gable-end on to Lincoln Lane (like No. 42), stands quite open to the road,
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though divided from it by the remains of a privet hedge. Two of the remaining three
properties front Lincoln Lane with picket fences, which take up the motif also used to good
effect at Holly Green, but No.44 has opted for a Leylandii hedge.
The south side of Lincoln Lane between Blacksmiths Lane and Manor Farm is, frankly, a
serious disappointment (Nos. 15-21 Lincoln Lane). The entirety of this plot was occupied up
until the 1970s by Topliss’ Farm, which was a substantial complex of buildings extending
back at least halfway along the western side of Blacksmiths Lane. The large crew-yard and
barns were adjacent to Blacksmiths Lane, and included a big barn of two stories alongside it.
The three other ranges were single-storey. All these buildings were probably early nineteenth
century in date but, by the time farming ceased, there was a substantial modern building unit
attached to the south of the original crewyard. This seems to have developed from the
original smithy of the village blacksmith (Reeds), which is marked in this location on the
1886 OS map. It is no longer clear how the blacksmith and Topliss Farm shared this range
and its associated yards. The stackyard was in the western part of the Topliss Farm plot,
south-west of the farmhouse, which stood at the top of the rise somewhat to the south of the
line of modern houses. The farmhouse itself was a long building of local red brick under a
clay pantile roof, arranged east-west. It had a dentillated cornice and both 6X6 sashes and
also horizontal sliding sashes. It had three stacks and it is possible that the building had been
extended at some time during its history. The loss of this historic farm complex was only one
of several major acts of destruction suffered in Thorpe between 1960 and 1980. These
attractive and important buildings are now gone, however, and today we can only be
concerned with what is on this central site in the village now. The replacement buildings in
Blacksmiths Lane are dealt with below; here we consider the four remarkable buildings that
replaced the ancient Topliss farmhouse along Lincoln Lane.
The four buildings that replaced the historic farmhouse, Nos. 15 – 21 Lincoln Lane, are all
essentially the same basic two-storey design, though, as was the way with much rural
development in the 1970s, completely inappropriate detailing was sometimes applied to add
some distinctiveness (for example the panel of grey hung tiling linking the windows on both
floors at No.21). The western pair of houses are constructed in a dull red brick, with a greyish
tinge, whilst the eastern pair are in a completely inappropriate industrial-looking high-fired
grey coloured brick. All four sit under roofs of greyish-black concrete tiles. Three of them
have diminutive, capriciously placed, chimneys, but not the fourth (No. 21). All four have
otiose porches attached to their facades; at No.15 and No.19 these are supported on ionic
columns, whilst that at No.17 is supported on more reasonable stone supports and that at
No.21 is supported on a brick pillar. But the real problem with this development is that not
only that these are incongruous designs for this prominent village-street location, but that
they are also set dominantly ‘above’ Lincoln Lane; and their dominance is only emphasised
by the fact that none of them has any boundary between their front gardens and the street. All
four gardens are lawned, and are very well maintained, but all are designed differently, of
course, depending on the enthusiasms of individual owners. Some sort of strong boundary
along Lincoln Lane would at least mean that these interlopers into the village scene were not
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such a dominant accent in Lincoln Lane. As it stands today, the visual break between public
and private space occurs at the line of the houses themselves, where it is marked by a variety
of fences and gates. That linking No.15 with the west side of Blacksmiths Lane is a
combination of bricks and pierced concrete blocks, which detracts from the vista southwards
along Blacksmiths Lane, and is an awkward contrast with the highly-valued brick wall and
agricultural buildings of Tip Tree Farm that face it.
The boundary between the former Topliss Farm plot and the Manor Farm plot remains
strongly marked; partly by a notable change in ground level, but mostly because most of
Manor Farm’s agricultural buildings survive, though the site now lies in four separate
ownerships. Although it is presumed that Manor Farm goes back to at least the 11th century,
where it presumably represents the manor reported at Thorpe in Domesday Book, the earliest
evidence on the site has come from a recent academic study of the re-used timbers in the
current farmhouse, which have been reconstructed as a timber-framed complex whose
earliest components date from the 1430s (Stocker et al. 2015). Three of the four major
buildings presently on the site (the great barn, the hovel and its associated buildings, and the
farmhouse itself) date from the period following Enclosure in 1774 – probably from around
1800. The fourth building (the chaff barn, now called Courtyard Barn – No.25a) is somewhat
later in date, though it appears on the 1886 OS Map. All four buildings are in a lovely richred local brick and, originally, all four were roofed with clay pantiles. All four roofs have
been restored in recent years, but attractive clay pantiles have been reinstated. They are
grouped around the north, east and south sides of a square crew yard, which has also been
preserved in the process of redevelopment, though now subdivided by two modern brick
boundary walls in the northern part, and a row of clap-board covered garages under an
imitation pantile roof along its east side (which replaced a modern steel-framed and
corrugated-covered range of looseboxes in the early twenty-first century).
The Barn (No.23 Lincoln Lane) is somewhat tucked away, being accessed by a short drive
leading south from Lincoln Lane past the east gable of the chaff barn (No.25a). This has
always been the route of access to Manor Farm’s great barn in fact, though it now terminates
in a transverse modern outbuilding (of rich red brick under a clay pantile roof) screening the
barn itself from view. Only the clay pantile-covered roof of the barn itself and its northern
gable, of rich red local brick, can be seen from the street. The barn was converted to a
residence in 1986, and a very careful conversion job it is too. The major original openings in
the east front have been retained, and the new ones are well considered and in keeping. The
original features of the west wall are said to be still present but are now obscured from view
behind the garages on the crew-yard side. The pitch of the roof of the great barn was
considerably altered in 1986. It is now much steeper than previously, but this raising of the
roof might restore the roof to something more like its original pitch, and cannot be said to be
disfiguring. It has two rows of small ‘velux’ windows in its western slope, which break-up
the expanse of pantile somewhat. The chaff barn (No.25a Lincoln Lane), which sits eastwest beyond the north end of the great barn, and lies along the southern edge of the public
verge of Lincoln Lane, was only converted to residential accommodation in 2006. It is a
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somewhat smaller barn than The Barn at No.23, but nevertheless, two stories have been fitted
inside comfortably, and the original openings on the Lincoln Lane side have been preserved.
To the south, however, many new openings have been created and ‘velux’ windows have
been inserted into the roof. This building is especially prominent in the Lincoln Lane
streetscape, however, and it is a mark of improved conservation thinking in the 2000s that it
remains here, as a prominent reminder of the way Thorpe earnt its living for 200 years.
The traditional three bay ‘hovel’, or cart-shed, along the south side of the former crew yard
(part of Manor Farm House, which is No.16 Main Street), is one of two surviving in Thorpe.
It retains all its original features, including parts of its original roof and the original stable at
the east end. Beyond that, under the same roof, stand the remains of a small byre. As a
curtilage building of Manor Farm House itself it is Listed Grade II. There is a rather
unattractive oil-tank located within the eastern bay, especially considered that is the end most
prominent when seen from the Lane. It should be relocated.
Manor Farm House itself is described under Main Street (below), but to its immediate north,
the northern part of the west side of the original crew-yard was originally closed by a low
range of single-storey stables and sheds. These were probably also of similar date to the
remainder of the farm buildings, but they were swept away in 2003, when permission was
granted for the construction of a new cottage on the site – Manor Farm Cottage (No.25
Lincoln Lane). Although in a very sensitive location, the resulting building exhibits a high
level of design quality, with well-chosen brickwork and plenty of appropriate detailing in
both brick- and wood-work (see, for example, the discrete dentillated cornice band). It also
features bespoke sash windows, with glazing bars, throughout and other joinery is of good
quality. Although two-stories, the building has been kept low in profile so that it does not
compete with Manor Farm House behind it, and good-quality clay pantile has been chosen
for its roof. Even the original mixed-species hedge to the west, that bounded the original
farmhouse orchard garden on which it was built, has been preserved. Manor Farm Cottage,
then, is a very polite piece of infill development on a difficult site, and it shows what can be
done, with the appropriate level of investment in materials and design.
Opposite Manor Farm House, and facing it across The Green stands the modern building of
Roper Centre. It is a building that respects its location and the small clock turret adds a
festive note to the design, as well as providing a useful service for villagers. Unfortunately,
its prominent roof is covered with reddish concrete tiles rather than proper clay pantiles, but
some gestures were made towards providing brickwork detailing (see the thin dentillated
cornice). Visually the building is let down mostly by the heavy ‘civic’ looking railings
around the car-park. The railings and fence surrounding the tennis court behind are even
more intrusive – thought they are presumably more necessary here. The answer may be to
screen them better with foliage than is the case at present. Currently there are a few
ineffective shrubs attempting to play this role, but what is really needed is a proper screen of
bushes. The ORC stands on the eastern part of the site of St Margaret’s Farm – another of
Thorpe’s lost farmsteads. In fact the buildings of St Margaret’s Farm, principally two ranges
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at right-angles to each other, sat further to the west of the present building, where the tennis
courts now are. The northern of these ranges lay along the street, in what we have seen was
the traditional manner for farm buildings on Lincoln Lane, and they re-established the
southern edge of Lincoln Lane after it had opened out into The Green itself. Little seems to
be known about the date and character of these buildings. They may not have included a
dwelling house, at least since the later 19th century, as the farm was owned by the Roper
family who lived in the Roper House across The Green, at No.14 Main Street. The buildings
seem to be little recorded in photographs, but they were still there before the First World
War, and may have survived until after the Second (the plot appears to be excluded from the
1963 air-photo coverage).
Continuing westwards towards Home Farm, the south side of Lincoln Lane is occupied by
four modern properties, built between 1980 and 1990 on land that had been paddocks for
many centuries. The three easternmost (No. 27- 31 Lincoln Lane) are two-storied whilst that
to the west, the most modern (No.33 Lincoln Lane), is a long low bungalow. All of the
buildings are set well-back within their plots, and all bar No.33 are politely screened by wellestablished hedges (perhaps having survived from prior to the construction of the houses) so
that only their roofs are really visible from the road. The roofs are a mixture of pinkish and
greyish concrete tiles, and whilst all of them have some distinctive design details, it is their
variety, rather than their appropriateness in this location that impresses. Nos. 27 and 29 have
porch projections along the front below clay-pantile roofs, whilst No.31 has a long’catslide’
roof facing forward with two substantial forward facing dormers under pantile roofs and with
planked detailing. All four have well-considered bespoke casement windows and other
details. They look a little suburban and ‘box-like’, but the screening from Lincoln Lane
means that they do not assert themselves in the streetscape like Nos.15-21 Lincoln Lane. The
westernmost house in this row (No.33) is a bungalow with a prominent roof in an even
coloured pantile with a shiny surface, suggesting a coating, and pierced with a large square
‘velux’ in its forward gable, which does not improve its appearance – a gabled dormer would
have been more in keeping. Its garage, however, is tucked away discretely to the rear. The
boundary fronting onto Lincoln Lane at No.33 is a thinly carpentered post-and-rail fence,
unlike the well-established hedges further east.
The final domestic building complex on the north side of Lincoln Lane, which occupies the
junction with Clay Lane, and is prominently visible in all approaches to the village from the
west and north-west, is Home Farm. The buildings here mostly go back to the early or mid
nineteenth century, and whilst such groups were once a common sight, they are now a rare
and important group. With the sale of The Farm, a few years ago, this remains Thorpe’s only
working farm, and it survives as a well-maintained and important group of agricultural
buildings. As was traditional, it is based around a small crew-yard, with a large barn to the
north (now in separate ownership, the threshing barn, No.39 Lincoln Lane), the farmhouse
(Home Farm, No.37 Lincoln Lane) to the east and south, and groups of other buildings
beyond it to both south-east and west. All are in rich red local brick and all are covered with
clay pantiles. Like Manor Farm, Home Farm had two barns, one for processing and storing
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the grain (the threshing barn, now No.39 Lincoln Lane) and a second, perhaps for processing
chaff (The Little Barn No.35 Lincoln Lane). Both have now been nicely converted for
separate residential occupation, with both retaining much of their agricultural character. The
threshing barn (no.39 Lincoln Lane), a finely-constructed building with an elaborate
dentillated cornice and a later agricultural extension to the east, has retained and made good
use of its original openings on the Lincoln Lane side, where it is a very dominant accent as
people approach the hill-top from Station Road. The building has acquired singular unagricultural additions to the west and, especially to the south, where the façade is now
dominated with a very domestic-looking clay-pantiled porch.
Little Barn (No. 35 Lincoln Lane) is much less visible, being set back a long way from
Lincoln Lane, but its conversion too has attempted to preserve some of its agricultural
character, for example by retaining the original openings as doors, windows, etc. Home
Farm’s most important working buildings are now the modern group of sheds to the west of
the original crew yard, where they are of steel-frame clad with clap-board. However, the
southern of the two low single-storey ranges of looseboxes, hovels and sheds. that originally
formed the western side of the crew yard still survive as attractive brick buildings, beneath
clay pantile roofs along the east side of Clay Lane.
Home Farmhouse, itself now has an ‘L’ plan, the range of single-storied sheds and stables
extending northwards from the north-eastern corner of the original house having been
brought into domestic occupation. Like the remainder of the complex, the house is built of
rich red local brick and is roofed with clay pantiles. Both ranges have dentillated cornices and
openings have carefully turned in segmental brick heads. The chimney stacks are both
similarly ornamented, with one now within the roof. Both might originally, however, have
been gable-end stacks (as at Manor Farm and The Farm), and may indicate that the building
has been extended substantially towards the west. The building clearly has a complex history
of alteration and extension, but the main body of the house has always faced south, and thus
is presents its northern cat-slide roof to the yard between it and the threshing barn. The
original sash windows have been replaced throughout with substantial bespoke casements,
and indeed, on the rear façade the may not be that dissimilar from the original windows they
replace.
Having reached the western end of Lincoln Lane we can now work our way back along the
north side of the road, aiming for the row of bungalows north of The Green. The westernmost
part of the road is lined with a row of five substantial modern houses, built at different times
and with different design qualities (Nos. 70 – 62 Lincoln Lane). All five are politely tucked
behind substantial hedges (of high-value mixed species, dominated by blackthorn, which
probably survives from the original field boundary) and are only partly visible from the road.
The most recent, at the western end (No.70 Lincoln Lane), is also the most sensitively
designed for this prominent location. It has a clay pantile roof, with four dormers two west
facing and two north facing, all under transverse roofs, with tile-hung details. The building
has excellent massing for this location, partly because it has been rotated to lie north-south,
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some it also reveals lovely decorative details (in both brickwork and in its bespoke windows
and doors), and fits beautifully into the village-scape. Regrettably the large integral garage
door faces the viewer from Lincoln Lane. All of the remaining four houses in this row have
some design merit too, though each contributes in a different manner, and several have
attractive bespoke brickwork, in good quality deep red brick. One house (No.68) has grey
concrete tiles, whilst a second has a pinkish version of the same thing (No.66). Unlike that in
the centre, the two most easterly houses in this row (Nos. 64 and 62) use their separate garage
buildings cleverly, to break up the uniform massing of the house when seen from the road,
and so, when seen from this angle, they are definitely good neighbours. Most have traditional
gable-end stacks and decently proportioned chimneys with ornamented stacks.
To the east of the modern houses to the north of Lincoln Lane, and facing across the road
towards the tennis courts behind the ORC, is another of Thorpe’s most significant buildings.
The Sun Mill Inn (No.60 Lincoln Lane) complex consists of three ranges. The main house,
Sun Mill House, is Listed Grade II and the delightful barn on the roadside verge to the
south-east and the range of former stables and outbuildings behind it are also listed as
curtilage buildings. There has been a public house in Thorpe for several hundred years, but
there is some confusion about when the Sun Mill closed its doors. Some say it was as late as
the 1970s, but other records suggest that it was closed several decades earlier. The present
building complex is largely of the mid eighteenth century, probably making it the oldest
standing building in the village, apart from St Michael’s church, and the fact that it was a pub
meant that it needed to offer good accommodation for patrons’ horses – hence the superb
little two-stall stable and barn on the roadside. This delightful brick-built building, under a
clay pantile roof, has a fine central door (with its original door leaf) below a sub-semicircular arch-head. The positions of the stable stalls themselves are marked by the vents in
the walls adjacent, whilst the windows in the upper floor suggest that the sleeping
accommodation for guests – or for the ostlers - might have been above, perhaps shared with
the horses feed (possibly indicated by the original feed door on the east gable). This is a very
well preserved example of what is now an extremely rare type of building in Lincolnshire,
and in this prominent location at the centre of the village, it makes an enormous contribution
to the village. Indeed it serves as something of an advertisement for the village today, in the
same way that the publican no doubt intended that it should in the eighteenth century.
The former public house itself stands back from the Lane behind an appropriately low hedge
and fence. It is also of rich red local brick beneath a traditional clay pantile roof and has an
attractive symmetrical (though heavily restored) south façade incorporating six horizontal
sliding sash windows, each of three lights. There is a stack on the east gable end, but the
chunky stack opposite the front door (implying a baffle-entry plan at one stage) might
suggest that this part of the building has an earlier origin still. The attractive single-storey
range of carriage houses, cart sheds and other buildings to the rear of the stable is also
probably contemporary, and remains covered with an attractive clay-pantile roof. A short
ornamented stack projecting through the roof at its southern end (west slope) indicates a
hearth at this end.
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However, the setting of this gem amongst Thorpe’s building stock was badly compromised
by the (then) Kesteven County Council in the early 1950s, when they permitted the
westernmost of the six council-house units (Nos.58-48 Lincoln Lane) they had sponsored
themselves on the north side of The Green to encroach far too close to the Sun Mill Inn’s
eastern gable. These six units are disposed in three two-storey semi-detached structures,
designed and built to the County Council architect’s then specification, with no consideration
at all of their local situation. They all have hipped roofs, covered in concrete tiles, and are
constructed in a somewhat darker brownish brick than is appropriate, and all have robust
chimney stacks (apparently originally without ornamented caps) placed symmetrically in
pairs projecting through the north roof slopes. The design details of the doors and windows
were originally also taken ‘off-the-shelf’ from the builder’s merchant. However, by now,
most window and door details have all been changed from their original, offering some
variety in appearance, and No.58 has a two-storey extension to the side and rear. Even so,
this row stands out as an interloper in the village scene, made especially obvious because of
their prominent green-side location. As with the houses of similar design in Eagle Lane also,
the original hedge along the fronts of the gardens has been mostly replaced by low brick
walls (with attractive traditional copings of clay pantiles) and picket fences. There are some
trees on the public verge, which help break-up the view of the houses themselves, but more
could be planted.

2.7 Westfield Lane
Having completed our consideration of the built environment of Lincoln Lane, we can now
move across The Green to begin our description of Thorpe’s second populous street, Main
Street (section 7 below). But, before we do, we have to make an excursion along the newlycreated Westfield Lane, a major housing development of 14 units undertaken from the turn
of the millennium on formerly open land belonging to The Farm. With the exception of the
house at the southernmost end of Westfield Lane itself, facing The Farm House, these houses
do not stand out as a valuable addition to the village-scape. Pinkish concrete tiles are
preferred to clay ones, and the architrave details have been selected from a catalogue and
their repetition greatly reduces their impact. There has been some attempt to introduce
decorative brickwork, but the bricks themselves, although a deep red, are of rather too
uniform a colour, and the walls look lifeless as a consequence. Window casements are mostly
identical stock items and thus do not suit the individual designs in which they are set well,
whilst the selection of certain details, such as the over-scaled ‘timber-framed’ porch covers
(held on unfeasible brackets), and the faux Victorian bay windows with their huge leadsubstitute roofs, look very out of place in this rural environment. The fact that these details
are repeated makes them even less welcome. Although there is some variety in appearance,
then, and although – fortunately - most of the facades are not visible from the main public
thoroughfares of the village, nevertheless, the design qualities of these houses do not succeed
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in shaking-off the impression that this is just a standard ‘housing estate’. Their lack of
individual character represents an major dilution of Thorpe’s diverse character as a village.
Curiously, no thought at all seems to have been given to the public/private boundaries within
the estate. Thus, several houses just front onto the (very suburban-looking) pavements with a
lawn, whilst others have slight metal railings, or low planting. There are several more
substantial hedges, but there are also some low raised planters within brick walls with
concrete copings. The dreary accumulation of white-painted garage doors that terminates the
view westwards towards the present limit of the estate appears to be an instance of
thoughtless urban design, and seriously detracts from the view westwards from the turn in
Westfield Lane. This estate is due to be extended, and it is to be hoped that better design
standards will be imposed on buildings in the extension. The house at the southernmost end
of Westfield Lane, beyond the point where it turns west, and facing The Farm House, is a
quite different quality of building. It is built of a much more appropriately coloured and
textured brick, with some attractive brickwork ornamentation (dentillated cornice bands etc.)
and has a pair of substantial bay-windows to either side of a front door shielded by a porch
supported on sandstone columns. The roof, with projecting gables under transverse roofs (as
well as the small roofs over the ground floor window bays) is of Welsh slate with terracotta
copings and details. It has a diminutive stack offset in the southern roof slope, towards the
southern end.
These new buildings detract from, rather than enhance, the setting of The Farm House and
its last surviving agricultural building to the west. The Farm was one of two major holdings
of the Milne Estate until it was sold to the sitting tenants - the Taylors - in 1918 (the other
being Manor Farm). It then passed to the Scott family and was latterly known as Scott’s
Farm. Until the 1990s the large crew yard east of the house still stood, with a large two-storey
barn facing south and two single storey ranges enclosing the yard on its west and northern
sides. Latterly the yard itself was covered with a large steel and tin-sheet shed. These
building have now all gone, representing another serious loss amongst the agricultural
buildings of Thorpe, to be replaced by some of the most cramped of the new houses in the
Westfield Lane housing estate. The only agricultural range surviving is the three-bay ‘hovel’
(cart shed) which was originally connected to the south-east corner of the Great Barn.
Although its open lintel is held up with cast-iron posts rather than with brickwork piers (as at
Manor Farm), it too retains both its integral stable at the north end and its original clay
pantile covered roof. It also has an integral attic above the stable for storing the horse feed.
The building has been altered in various ways, but it remains the last vestige of the major
agriculture complex here, and efforts must be made to preserve it intact, by seeking statutory
protection, if necessary.
The Farm House itself is a fine Lincolnshire farmhouse, which up until renovation in the
last five years retained many of its original features. It is laid out on the plan, and with the
details, recommended by Arthur Young in his assessment of Lincolnshire agriculture,
published in 1813, and exhibits, or exhibited, many high-quality architectural details of the
second quarter of the nineteenth century. As with several other village buildings noted here,
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the rich red local bricks used for the south and east façades are laid in Flemish bond, with
oxidised headers laid to create a ‘chequerboard’ effect. It is of two stories (rather than the
three of Manor Farm House) and, although it has upstands to the gables, the roof always
seems to have been of Welsh slate. That probably suggests it was built after the early 1840s,
when slate became easily available by railway. It has 6X6 sashes to the south, and originally
had horizontal sliding sashes of three lights in the two-storey rear wing. The chimney stacks
are on the gable-ends of the south range (expressed internally) with a third stack in centre of
the large service range extending north. The building is divided from the new Westfield Lane
by a thick screen of trees and other foliage, which provides welcome relief within the new
estate.

2.8 Main Street
In the prominent location where Main Street enters The Green, and close to the junction with
Westfield Lane stands a large two-storied modern house (No 23 Main Street). This plot has
a curious history. It is obvious that it was originally part of the green, but the 1880s OS map
shows that it had already been appropriated as a garden by the big house that formerly stood
at the highest point of Main Street on the western side. Air-photos taken during the 1960s
show this garden used for commercial poultry farming, and the current house stands on the
land formerly occupied by the poultry sheds. It looks as though it was built around 1970 and,
although this period of domestic architecture is not renowned for the quality of its design, and
even though buildings of this date are not great admired these days, in fact this house is a
worthwhile example. For one thing, it is built of good quality deep red brick under a proper
clay-pantile roof. But, just as significantly, it has evidently been quite carefully designed to
fit this location, with an unusual asymmetry, effective massing and interesting and unusual
fenestration (mostly large non-standard casements, of original joinery).
The next four properties along the west side of Main Street (Nos. 15-21 Main Street), are a
group of bungalows, though one of them (No.17) has recently been extended upwards to
create a two-storey house. No.15 has had a loft conversion, lit by a large dormer under a flat
lintel facing the Street. All four are of different designs with different coloured brick,
although all four sit beneath roofs of grey concrete tiles. The newly raised roof of No.17,
however, is of Welsh slate. The low, but varied, profile of these buildings, and the fact that
they are set back well within their plots allows them to retreat into the background, especially
where, at the north end of Main Street, they are hidden behind substantial hedges (of single
species). There are, however, unfortunate gaps; one where the hedge has been replaced by a
low brick wall (No.19) and the other (No.15) where there is no barrier at all between the
garden and public verge, and the turf runs right up to the public pavement.
The next dwelling to the south (No. 13A Main Street) is a more modern development. This
is a very effective design, set well back within its plot, which is bounded by a hedge. The
building is of a rich red brick and has a clay pantile roof, with a forward-facing cat-slide, the
wall-plate of which is carried on an interesting deep porch-like feature supported on brick
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pillars; the massing is simple, traditional and effective. Two dormers under gabled transverse
roofs project forward through the cat-slide covered with pantile and with planked detailing.
As with examples at the western end of Lincoln Lane, effective use is made of a nicely
detailed free-standing brick garage to break up the façade of the building when seen from the
street. Beyond the garage to the south (across the public footpath, to the west of the Old
Rectory), No.11 and No.13 Main Street are two houses built at a somewhat earlier period of
post-war development, probably from the later 1960s. They are later than the 1963 APs. As
was the way then, neither house pays any regard to its rural context, with grey concrete tiled
roofs and inappropriate dormer windows, under flat lintels, they were characteristic of their
time. Fortunately, perhaps, they were not built directly onto Main Street, but are serviced by a
short private drive, which means that they are hidden from view from most angles (although
once suspects that they were sited here not for such polite reasons, but in order to take
advantage of the spectacular views to the south). Although the private driveway is partly
hedged, the remainder is bounded by low walls of an exceptional, nicely executed, style of
brickwork, between brick piers.
After not having had a resident rector for decades - if not hundreds of years - in 1880 the
Church Commissioners and the Diocese decided to build a new rectory in Thorpe. The land
chosen was an odd field belonging to the Wade-Gery Estate to the south of Main Street,
which was Manor Farm land. Construction work was directed by Revd. F R Dowson (the
rector) and completed by 1890, though Revd. Dowson and his eldest daughter died within six
weeks of moving in (Cole 1901-2, 153). The rectory house (now The Old Rectory, No.7
Main Street) is a large building, on a square plan with a service range extending to the north.
The architect’s name appears to be unknown. Beyond that is a coach house and stable. It has
tall chimneys and elongated sash windows on its two main floors – some under stone lintels and deep eaves with attractive moulded bargeboards. There are several tall and decorated
chimney stacks, one on each of the gables and a third serving the service range. To the south,
a large, two-storey bay window faces over the original gardens. But this fine building is not
at all characteristic of the village, even though it employs a local rich red brick and details of
Lincolnshire stone. It was probably originally roofed with Welsh slates, though they might
have been of plain clay tiles (today the roof covering is of grey concrete tiles). The Old
Rectory is reached by means of a short drive, entered through a surviving pair of
contemporary cast-iron gates, but the building beyond stands at a forty-five degree angle to
the road. The grounds are now very mature and permit only glimpses of this distinguished
Thorpe building. The northern boundary of the large plot is defined by a picket fence, which
disappears into the background of the vegetation behind.
To the east of the Old Rectory is the small close of sheltered housing called Sempers Close.
This is a small development of eight units grouped into four single-storied semi-detached
cottages, built in the 1970s and replacing two rows each of five traditional two-storey
cottages of brick and clay pantile located along the south side of Main Street and extending
slightly further to the east than the modern Close. The new houses are to a standard ‘off-theshelf’ design that makes no concessions to the building’s specific location. Thus they are
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built of pink ‘stock’ Fletton bricks under a low-pitched roof with dark grey concrete tiles.
The front gardens are one expanse of lawn with no distinction between the individual gardens
or between the gardens and the pavements. The only relief in the bleak scene is provided by
two large flowering cherries in the opposing gardens at the northern end.
Semper’s Close replaced the western of the two rows of nineteenth century cottages on this
site, known as Sempers Row. To the east lay a further five cottages of very similar
appearance known as Gallagher’s Terrace. Gallagher’s Terrace stood at the northern end of a
large paddock, which is now occupied by a single house (No.5 Main Street). This is a large
distinctive dwelling, originally built in the 1960s as an old people’s home, in the centre of its
plot and at a considerable distance from Main Street. It is rendered and painted and sits below
a large Welsh slate roof. It makes little impact on the village-scape, except along its Main
Street frontage, which is a low red brick wall, and so is similar to many of its neighbours in
this part of Main Street, most of which front the pavement with low brick walls of broadly
similar character.
The final plot on the south side of Main Street and extending around the corner into Fosse
Lane was once the site of the largest of Thorpe’s farmsteads, usually referred to as Glebe
Farm, though latterly called Johnson’s Farm. Until 1962 this was a large complex of late
eighteenth- or nineteenth-century buildings, with a fine farmhouse near the street which had
its north gable opposite the church gate, and extended southwards into the centre of the farm
site. It had a large brick-walled stack yard to the west of the house and a large crew yard to its
east and south-east. The crew yard had a long single-storied ‘hovel’ (cart shed) of local red
brick with a clay pantile roof. This distinctive building was seven bays along the central part
of its elevation onto Fosse Lane, and it presented another long blank brick wall to the Lane
beyond. At its southern end, the crew yard was formed by a more substantial brick and claypantile range running east to west from the southern end of the hovel. South of that was the
main entrance into the farmstead and south of that entrance, again, was another single-storied
brick-built barn under a clay pantile roof, gable-end onto Fosse Lane. The northern and
western sides of the crew yard were formed of more substantial local red brick and clay
pantile barns, those in the west range connecting directly with the farmhouse to the north.
The large Glebe Farm complex has been replaced by a row of three bungalows along the
Fosse Lane frontage and, behind them, west of the site of the original farmhouse and set back
from Main Street, is a much larger house, of adventurous design (No 3 Main Street). It is
essentially a building on an ‘L’ plan, mostly constructed of a light sandy-coloured brick
(from clays unknown in the East Midlands), but with a large timber-clad, two-storied, section
to the east. Windows are large (especially in the south and west walls), irregularly spaced and
distinctively detailed, and the western part has a huge curving roof, whilst the east is a singleslope facing east, but with a triangle of tile-hanging giving it a syncopated elevation north
and south. Both roofs are covered with distinctive greenish black concrete tiles. This is very
much a Modernist design and characteristic of its date, of course, but although it has nothing
whatsoever to do with Thorpe, or even with Lincolnshire, it is another highlight of Thorpe’s
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building stock and, glimpsed from Main Street, through the carefully placed specimen trees
on the lawn in front, it is an intriguing, even an exciting, design. Along Main Street, a hedge
has recently been established, which contrasts with the low brick walls that are otherwise
ubiquitous in this part of the village-scape.
The final house on the south side of Main Street (No.1 Main Street) is the northernmost of
the bungalows that were located along the eastern side of the original Glebe Farm yard. Its
inappropriate design reflects its mid 1960s construction date. Its north façade has an eastern
bay of pinkish ‘Fletton’ stock bricks followed by a central one with a large panel of
asymmetrically coursed mixed stones, whilst the western bay is occupied by a large garage
door. The roof is of black concrete tiles. The property is bounded along both Fosse Lane and
Main Street by a thin, low, brick wall under a concrete coping. This building is in a very
prominent position on this corner, but it completely fails to live-up to its important location.
It would probably be better if planting made it less visible from the roads, like its neighbour
to the south.
Crossing Main Street at its junction with Fosse Lane, our description will now work its way
back along the north side of the roadway.
Occupying the north-western corner of the junction is the parish church of St Michael. This
building is attractive in its own right, of course, but, in particular, it closes the impressive
view as one enters the village from Fosse Lane up the hill to the south. It is not a large
building, but it is an accomplished design of 1909-12 in the late-medieval ‘Tudoresque’ style,
by the noted architect C G Hare, who is principally famous for having been the last
commercial partner of the great Victorian architect G F Bodley (who had died in 1907).
Indeed Hare included many simple details in his design for St Michael’s that are reminiscent
of his famous master’s work. The building it replaced was a small simple arrangement of
nave and a chancel with a lower roof. This was replaced by a building of different profile
with the entire building roofed under a single span. Photographs of the earlier building show
a partly brick-built structure, with square-headed windows containing ‘crossed’ mullions and
transoms in timber. Hare’s work was a complete reconstruction, from the ground up, of the
earlier church, incorporating only a small amount of the earlier masonry at the west end of
the north arcade. Some fragments of earlier arcade arches were perhaps also re-used. The
North-west corner remained in situ because the stumpy tower, with its pyramidal cap tiled in
Welsh slate, and the old western gable of the nave (both of 1722) were to remain standing
following Hare’s rebuilding. The Georgian tower is itself composed mostly of re-used
masonry, not only ashlars, but it also incorporates an early monolithic ‘keyhole’ window
(which is probably late eleventh or early twelfth century in date) and also what appears to be
the bowl of an octagonal font, filled with rubble and incorporated in the fabric on its side,
leaving only the rim visible as a decorative panel. The clock was given by A.F. Sutton in
1895 (Cole, 153). If there was a plan to replace this tower in 1909-12, it never came to
anything. Hare’s new building, like the surviving tower of 1722, is built of Jurassic
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Lincolnshire limestone (perhaps from Ancaster?), and it has a greenish slate roof, which
might be of Westmorland slate.
St Michael’s stands in the centre of its approximately square churchyard, which is bounded
along its eastern and southern sides by rows of mature trees, adding enormously to the
attractive setting. The churchyard is bounded along these two sides, also, by a cast- and
wrought-iron fence, with attractive gates at the north-east corner (a ‘kissing-gate’) and to the
south of the tower, where the cast-iron gate piers have moulded details. They should be
repaired rather than replaced. The fence itself is of simple uprights supported by simple castiron stanchions, braced by a prop towards the churchyard. Both the fence and the gateposts
are similar to those in front of the John Hunt Memorial Chapel at the north end of Fosse
Lane, which were erected in 1909. Although simple, this attractive open-work structure adds
greatly to the streetscape and to the ‘open’ character of this road junction.
The first two modern properties on the north side of Main Street west of St Michael’s (Nos.2
& 4 Main Street) take the place of a row of five small brick-built and pantiled, two-storey
cottages with large casement windows with stone keystones in the arches. This was known as
Gibson’s Row and appears to have been quite a distinguished group of buildings, which was
apparently ‘newly erected’ in 1841 (Wilson & Wilson 2003, 78). They were demolished in
the late 1960s. Gibson’s Row has been replaced by two bungalows, though one is much
earlier than the other and the later one (No.2 Main Street) appears to have been ‘cut out’ of
the plot surrounding No. 4 Main Street at a later date. The later building (No.2) is built in an
inappropriate creamy grey brick, which is alien to Thorpe, and has an applied ‘stone-finish’
chimney stack applied asymmetrically to the south façade. This is a good quality building,
but it makes no concessions to its location near the church, or to its setting in Thorpe on the
Hill. The very attractive, moss-covered, roof appears to be in a dark-coloured stone tile, but
resembles nothing else in the village, and thus is quite ‘out of character’. Nevertheless, it is a
good-quality self-effacing design, if a very individualistic statement, and is perhaps more
appropriate here (opposite No.3 Main Street – see above) than anywhere else in the village.
Like all other properties in this part of Main Street, the short street front of No.2 is a low
brick wall. Unfortunately, the builders have used the same bricks for the wall as for the
house, topped with chunky concrete slabs, which means they too are completely unlike the
other brickwork boundary walls around them.
Unlike No2, which is set close to the street, No.4 Main Street is set a long way back within
its deep plot, two-thirds of the way towards its rear boundary. This bungalow is also built of a
light coloured creamy grey brick. It sits beneath a roof of grey concrete tiles, and appears
typical of the late 1960s/early 1970s; with little ‘design’ about it. ‘Off the shelf’ windows and
doorways are applied to a simple, non ornate façade. But it is such a long way back in its
plot, and sheltered by a well-planted garden, that the building does not intrude on the villagescape. Like that belonging to its eastern neighbour, No.4’s boundary with the street is also a
low brick wall made of the same creamy grey coloured bricks capped by a concrete coping
(this time moulded).
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To the east again Rose Cottage faces the street with a much more impressive and appropriate
rich red brick wall, which is let down only by its incongruous coping with purple ‘soldiers’ in
engineering brick. This brick wall appears to retain, within its lower courses, some remains of
the small row of agricultural buildings that formerly stood here, and once presented a much
greater area of blank brick wall towards Main Street. Rose Cottage itself is set well back
within what was once a large square plot at the corner of Blacksmiths Lane and Main Street,
with only the smaller square plot containing Blacksmiths Cottage itself taken out of it. Thus,
since the 19th century, Rose Cottage has sat within an ‘L’ shaped plot facing both roads. It
was a smallholding, or a small farm, with a single-storied range of brick-built agricultural
buildings, under pantile roofs, along the Main Street frontage. Access to the stackyard was
from Blacksmiths Lane, whilst the small barn was attached to the eastern gable of the
farmhouse (Rose Cottage) itself, and partly survives, now brought within the modern house.
The house itself has been very greatly altered, though the fenestration remains similar, now
filled with bespoke leaded casements. There was always a porch at the western end of the
façade, where today’s large clay pantile-covered structure stands, and the roof of the cottage
has been renewed in recent years in clay pantiles also (replicating the original material). Rose
Cottage is an important survivor of the smaller type of farmstead of which there were a
number in nineteenth-century Thorpe (Homeside and St Margaret’s in Lincoln Lane; Topliss’
in Little Thorpe, etc.), and it has been well-treated in recent years, at least as far as the
exterior is concerned.
Beyond the turning to Blacksmiths Lane, with which the two properties occupying the corner
plots are numbered (see below), the plot to the west on Main Street (now No. 6 Main Street)
was a paddock associated with St Margaret’s Farm, though south of Topliss Farm, Lincoln
Lane, until the later 1960s, when a small bungalow was built about one third of the way back
from the street-front in the large plot. This bungalow was, like so many others in Thorpe at
the time, built of bright red brick, under a grey concrete tile roof, but the façade was also
decorated with panels of grey stone decoration. It had a low garage extension set back on its
east side. This building was replaced in 2014 by a two-storey building, three times as large,
and its very size makes it appear to be set somewhat closer to Main Street than its
predecessor. Elevated above Main Street as it is, this building dominates the scene. It is of a
rich red and well-chosen brick, but it has a roof of shiny blue slates which make the building
stand out amongst its peers. It remains to be seen whether time will diminish the assertive
impact of this roof on the streetscape. Windows, doorway, and at least one dormer, are
scattered across the façade in a rather indiscriminate manner, suggesting that the building has
been designed from the inside outwards. The off-centre projecting dormer feature looks
rather off, but the window embrasures are filled with bespoke joinery casements, and efforts
have been made to ornament the brickwork with dentillated cornices etc.
The next plot to the west with an address on Main Street (No. 8 Main Street) is an
amalgamation of two original plots. In the first, immediately along the eastern boundary
(with the modern No.8), once sat Thorpe’s Primitive Methodist (Ranter) chapel. No
photographs have yet been found of this building, but it was probably a very humble single36
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storied, two-bayed structure, set north-south within the plot, with a clay-pantile roof and
domestic architectural details. We can be confident of this appearance because chapels
belonging to this sect tended to be similar. It was built in 1856 (the congregation met
previously in a domestic house in the village in 1851) (Wilson & Wilson 2003, 82), and it
was renovated in 1902 before being demolished in 1952. Within today’s united plot, the area
occupied by the chapel itself can be identified by the change in ground-surface level behind
the high brick wall (which is itself built of completely inappropriate sandy coloured bricks).
The two storey part of No.8 Main Street also sits mostly within the former chapel plot,
although it has a detached single-storey garage along its eastern boundary. These buildings
are of the early 1970s and both are also constructed of the same incongruous non-local sandy
coloured brick, and sit under grey concrete tiled roofs. Like the chapel before it, the twostorey part of the replacement building is also gable-end on to Main Street, with two bespoke
casement windows, incorporating large square plate glass elements, visible above an integral
garage below, which is – fortunately - completely hidden by the tall screen wall along the
street.
The remainder of No.8 Main Street is a long low range extending to the west. It sits on land
that (until No.8 itself was constructed) was one of the closes, paddocks and orchards south of
The Roper House, and which were part of St Margaret’s Farm. Although basically a typical
bungalow of its date, this range does present a more interesting façade to the road, with clapboard panels supported by thin brick pilasters and a glazed section around the front door at
the east end. Windows in this part of the building are bespoke large, square, plate-glass
panels. This part of the property is bounded by a long low section of retaining wall in a strong
pinkish brick, with soldier courses of bricks of a different colour (possibly recycled) which
leave a gap for soil in the centre, creating a planter, often filled with attractive flowering
perenials.
No.10 Main Street, facing westwards onto the eastern side of Main Street once it has turned
the corner is another long low bungalow, probably built – in the centre of its trapezoidal plot
- in the 1970s. Prior to this, this plot was also one of the closes, orchards and paddocks south
of the Roper House, belonging to St Margaret’s Farm. Like many of its contemporaries, it is
built of a light greyish-pink non-local brick under a roof of dark grey concrete tiles. It has an
integral garage, with its door facing the street, and a bold projection at right-angles to the
main block and roofed separately. The front door is recessed to create a shallow porch and
the large window openings, left and right, are filled with modern plastic windows with
‘heritage-style’ false glazing bars. That in the façade of the projecting bay is canted outwards
on thin corbels. The front garden is bounded along the street by a deciduous beech hedge.
No.12 Main Street, the final modern house constructed on St Margaret’s Farm land south of
the Roper House, again probably in the early 1970s, also sits in the centre of its plot, though
the building is so large north-south that it almost fills it from side to side. It consists of a big
two-storey rectangular block behind a large two-storey extension to the west at its northern
end. The roofs of both the main blocks are hipped and covered with dark grey concrete tiles,
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and a slim chimney stack projects off-centre on the front-facing slope. The walls were
originally built in a reddish brick (still visible on the side elevations), which had some
minimal detailing by way of a dentillated cornice, but the façade facing Main Street has been
stone-clad in a ‘rock-faced’ finish. Windows in this façade are standard modern plastic
double-glazed units with ‘false’ glazing bars. The façade stone appears to be a mixture of
Jurassic limestone and (possibly) Carboniferous limestone, but whatever the stone-type, it
looks extremely uncomfortable in the Thorpe streetscape. The plot fronts onto Main Street
with a thin, low, brick wall of a rich red coloured brick, supported on three taller pillars
capped, like the remainder of the wall with coped concrete coping stones.
No.14 Main Street (The Roper House), by contrast, is another of Thorpe’s older buildings.
It appears on the 1886 OS Map, but it is probably not more than a couple of decades older in
date than that. In the middle of the last century it was run as a smallholding, with fruit (from
an orchard to the south) and bees, amongst other horticultural enterprises. But the house was
part of St Margaret’s Farm, whose yard was on the west side of The Green (see above), and
outlying arable was evidently managed from there. A small brick building, right on Main
Street - and occupying a part of the Roper House plot and a part of the front garden of No. 12
next door - is shown on the 1886 OS map, and was still in use as a tailor’s workshop and
shop until the 1960s. The main house, built in the third quarter of the nineteenth century,
stands right on the (older) boundary wall with Manor Farm to the north and is now quite a
large building, belied by its relatively modest frontage. It has a second range parallel with the
street range with a third range extending eastwards from the north end at the rear. These rear
ranges appear to be built in a somewhat different brick and may be additions of slightly later
date. It is located closer towards the street within its plot than are the more modern houses to
the south, although there is still a front garden, bounded on the west by a distinguished castiron fence, set within a brick wall of rich red local brickwork. There are no similar examples
left in Thorpe (although there was once something similar at Holly Green – above), and so
this cast-iron fence stands out in the street-scape, it is one of the lesser joys of the village and
should be repaired when the time comes, rather than replaced.
The Roper House is built of rich red local brickwork, with a bold dentilated cornice and other
cut and moulded brick detail, and sitting below a Welsh slate roof. It has internally located
gable-end stacks. The street façade is symmetrically arranged, similarly to Holly Green, West
View and several others in the village, in this case with a slim axial window once marking
the internal hall/staircase. It was originally entered by means of a centrally placed doorway in
the street front, but this was augmented by the side doorway in the rear range, perhaps when
one of those was added. This original front door was surrounded by a substantial brick and
timber porch set beneath a fine semi-pyramidal roof deploying different coloured bull-nosed
Welsh slates, the whole held on a deeply moulded timber cornice on multiple corbels. This
front door has been replaced in recent times by a simple window. The original glazing has
been replaced throughout with unflattering plastic double-glazed units, but the original,
sparingly carved, stone lintels still survive. Although it has not been treated sympathetically
in the twentieth century, the Roper House remains one of the more interesting buildings in
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the village, occupying a key location at the north end of Main Street, and is consequently
included within the list of sensitive buildings below.
North of the Roper House stands the site of Manor Farm, and Manor Farm House, (No.16
Main Street), which is a brick-built late-Georgian structure of two-ranges under a new clay
pantile roof (of 2010 - replacing a structurally damaging one of grey concrete tiles). All the
bricks are likely to be locally made, around the year 1800, but there is a contrast in quality
between those on the west façade, where oxidised headers have been used in a Flemish bond
to create an attractive chequerboard effect, and those on the rear ranges, where softer bricks
of rich red local clay have been used in a very ‘mixed’ bonding technique. Listed Grade II,
it stands at the south-west corner of the crew yard, accessed off Lincoln Lane (described
above) but facing out onto The Green to the west. It is the largest of the surviving former
farmhouses in the village, being of three stories in the west range. The building has both
original ‘saw-tooth’ and standard ‘rectilinear’ dentillation in the cornice bands, and broad
brick band on the west façade. Few original decorative features survive inside, but the
building largely retains its original layout on all three floors, and even the (altered) staircase
has preserved parts of the original. The building re-uses timber of late medieval date for its
structural beams and roof throughout, which a recent study has shown originated in the
previous Manor Farm House on the site, dating from the mid fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries (Stocker et al. 2015). The west façade, facing The Green, has recently been restored
(2010-14) and the windows and front door have been returned to their original appearance
using old photographs. Once again, then, Manor Farm house looks out westwards across The
Green, and stands prominently facing everyone entering the village from the west. The
boundary between the public and private space here was at one time marked by a brick wall,
but that was demolished some time ago and is now replaced by a low yew hedge, within the
plot, with low planting in front. Those travelling south-westwards across the Green towards
Main Street have a particularly close view, as the road heads directly towards the house
before turning sharp right. But those heading along the north side of The Green, along
Lincoln Lane, also see it rising prominently on their right-hand side, with its north gable
facing the road. Even those arriving at The Green from the south along Main Street see
Manor Farm House’s south gable, with its dentillated cornice band and gables closing the
view before they turn to the west. Manor Farm House, then, is a very prominent building
within the Thorpe streetscape, and views towards it in almost every direction need to be
safeguarded.

2.8 Blacksmiths Lane
Blacksmiths Lane is a short thoroughfare cutting directly north-south joining Lincoln Lane to
Main Street. Perhaps it is because it has always been a secondary road that little attention
seems to have been paid, either to the design of individual houses, or to the quality of the
streetscape, during redevelopment of the land on both sides in the 1970s.
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At the northern end of the lane, on the east side, a development of four two-storied houses
was built on a large paddock (with an orchard in the SW corner) that had formerly been part
of Tip Tree Farm (Nos. 1-7 Blacksmiths Lane). The two outer buildings are on the same
ground plan, either side of buildings of quite different style, but all are placed centrally within
their plots and with their gables facing the Lane. Despite the fact that the builders had the
example of the rich red local brick of the back wall of the agricultural buildings of Tip Tree
Farm to guide them, they chose a mechanical-looking high-fired, light-pink coloured, brick
for these new buildings. Needless to say, they do not ‘blend-in’. Furthermore, for some
reason, the developer also opted to place a mechanical looking ‘band’ of soldiers, in a purple
engineering brick, marking the transition between the stories. All this under roofs of dark
grey concrete tiles, both for the main buildings and for the isolated garages (which are set
forward, close to the Lane at Nos. 1 and 5). Some decorative effort has been made with the
garage of No.5, where the gables facing the street have been treated to elaborate brick
kneelers and a decorated banded cornice. The identical garage of No.1 has not been treated in
this way, though it is now more prominent in the streetscape. However, decoration or lack of
it aside, these two houses are early examples of a tactic we have seen elsewhere in the
village, whereby a modern house set towards the back of the plot is given more interest from
the street-front by placing a garage sideways-on in front of it. The houses behind the garages
at Nos. 1 & 5 are simple square boxes with standard ‘off-the-shelf’ casement window units.
No.3 Blacksmiths Lane is a more interesting design with a large cat-slide roof, flat-roofed
dormers, facing north, and a projection westwards to meet the Lane. No. 5 is screened from
the Lane by a laurel hedge, whilst No.3 has a more porous screen of silver birch trees. No.1,
however, has only a short run of laurel hedge, but the remainder of the boundary is unmarked
across hard surfacing.
No. 7 Blacksmiths Lane is a bungalow, which appears not to have been constructed at the
same time as the three buildings to its north, though it too was originally located in the same
Tip Tree Farm paddock. It is also built of an alien creamy grey brick, with a dark grey
concrete tile roof with a small, chimney stack placed towards the western end. It has a
structurally distinct porch placed centrally in its north wall, and a separately roofed projection
westwards towards the street, which is rendered and painted. The property fronts onto
Blacksmiths Lane with an (unpainted) picket fence.
No.11 Blacksmiths Lane. Lies beyond the southern boundary of the original Tip Tree Farm
Paddock, within a small complex of outbuildings that appear to belong with The Cottage to
the south on the 1886 OS map. The two-storey brick-built range (under a roof of clay
pantiles) that ran along the northern boundary of this plot was ‘Blacksmiths Row’, which
consisted of three cottages extending in a line eastwards from the lane. The east side of the
plot was occupied by a range of low sheds, the south side was The Cottage’s northern gable.
No.11 replaced Blacksmiths Row in relatively recent times (i.e. after the mid 1960s). No.11
is placed well forward in its plot, and is a simple box placed side-on to the Lane. It has
rendered brick-built walls under a large high roof, which contains a row of dormers under a
continuous flat lintel facing the street. The integral garage, which occupies the northern end
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of the plan, projects slightly towards the street, proudly displaying its garage door. There is
no formal boundary between the property and Blacksmiths Lane, but there is a substantial
raised bed to one side of the hard-standing in front of the garage, which offers some
demarcation between public and private space.
The garage belonging to The Cottage (No.13 Blacksmiths Lane) now stands on the
southern part of the former gardens and yard in front of the former Blacksmiths Row. This
garage has adopted the tactic of rotating the garage through 90 degrees that we have seen in a
number of the more satisfactory designs in Thorpe, and, although it is set beneath a grey roof
of concrete pantiles, the walls are of a rich red brick that marries well with the fabric of the
The Cottage itself. Furthermore, the flank of the garage facing the Lane is also decorated with
a dentillated cornice of slight projection, and the building forms an attractive courtyard off
the street north of the house itself. The Cottage itself must belong to the mid nineteenth
century, if not a little earlier, and it survives in a very attractive state. It is built of the local
rich-red brick and, like Blacksmiths Cottage to the south, it also has a thin projecting brick
band marking the junction between ground and first floors. It also has a projecting cornice
band incorporating a row of ‘saw-tooth’ dentillation, and the heads of the centrally placed
doorway and the four windows in its symmetrical façade are all constructed of fine-quality
rubbed brick. The window furniture has been well-restored with 8X8 vertical sashes on the
ground floor and 4X8 vertical sashes on the first floor. The current front door is a six panel
Victorian one. The roof (which would probably originally have been of clay pantiles) has
been replaced with dark grey concrete tiles. The stacks located within the ground plan on
north and south gables are simple and undecorated, but they are enlivened visually by being
subdivided externally into discrete flues. The Cottage stands close to Blacksmiths Lane,
unlike most of the modern dwellings on this lane, and (as with many houses of similar date in
Thorpe) it has a minimal strip of front garden – in this case divided from the public realm by
a traditionally constructed post-and-rail fence. To the north, alongside the flank of the garage,
the post-and-rail fence is augmented by a mixed species hedge. The Cottage is, needless to
say, the only architectural highlight in Blacksmiths Lane, if you discount Tip Tree Farm and
Blacksmiths Cottage at either end.
On the east side of Blacksmiths Lane, between The Cottage and Blacksmiths Cottage, stands
another building (No.17 Blacksmiths Lane). This appears to be a more recent bungalow than
those further north, and it has been constructed within what was once the main entrance into
the farmyard belonging to Rose Cottage, behind. The deep-red brick used is much better
chosen than those bricks further north and, although the band of more vermillion bricks is
very eccentric, it is not unattractive, and is picking up a traditional local detail in an
appropriate manner. It too sits under a dark grey hipped roof of concrete tiles, but it is
enlivened by another quirky detail: a small - but assertive – porch with a transverse roof with
a gable-end of painted timber boards. It has a short, but well-considered, chimney stack
placed against its south wall and a dwarf wall of red brick along the public-private boundary,
preserving the line established by the façade of The Cottage. The garage is placed well back
behind the bungalow. Because of the intrinsic qualities of The Cottage and Blacksmiths
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Cottage, and the care that has been taken with the design of No.17 in between, the view
looking north-eastwards along Blacksmiths Lane from Main Street is really quite attractive,
and preserves something of the earlier working character of the village.
Blacksmiths Cottage (No. 19 Blacksmiths Lane) sits on a small square plot at the northeast corner of Blacksmiths Lane and Main Street, which could well have been a part of the
Rose Farm plot at some date in the past. Originally Blacksmiths Cottage, was built of a rich
red local brick under a clay pantile roof. Real re-used clay pantiles have been used on the
eastern extension (see below), but those over the original building now contrast with these, as
they have been replaced by a darker red pantile of clay composite. The south façade of the
building was originally given additional interest both by the use of a very narrow brick band
between the floors (only one brick deep), and by the use of oxidised headers within strict
Flemish bond brickwork, creating a chequer-work pattern, similar to those at several other
early Thorpe buildings. When first built, this cottage was a small symmetrical design with a
centrally placed front door with a single window on each of the two floors to left and right,
those on the ground floor being under segmental arched heads turned in brick. Those on the
first floor are under horizontal lintels, though the latter are not original – one example of the
original treatment of these upper floor windows, under a segmental arched head in brick,
survives on the north elevation. These windows now contain modern casements, of twelve
panes per window, but these seem to have replaced plate glass casements of the Victorian
period, which might have been original. The original building had two gable stacks, located
internally. The present building represents a considerable extension of the building; by one
whole two-storeyed bay to the east, and by a substantial conservatory to the north. On the
south façade the new elevation, to the east of the original cottage, mimics exactly the details
of the earlier building, and the result is pleasing. The new building does not extend the full
depth of the original, however, with the result that the roof over the extension does not rise to
the same height. To the east of the modern two-storey extension is a single storey one, which
includes a second doorway. The original cottage had a traditional low brick wall in soft-red
brick standing a yard or two from the façade, which has now been replaced in a much
harsher, pinker, shade of brick, which rises towards the east end of the site to join the brick
wall, incorporating original brick (see above) in front of Rose Cottage. Like that wall, the
attractive effect of this boundary wall is diminished considerably by the decision to use
purple engineering brick for the soldier course along its top. The Blacksmiths’ forge itself
was further along Blacksmiths Lane, on the western side, immediately south of the crew-yard
of Topliss Farm (1905 OS map), but he was probably also using the two small outbuildings to
the north and east of the house, still standing in the 1960s, but now gone. In these substantial
industrial buildings the Reed family ran, not just a successful village blacksmith, but in the
years before 1914 they also developed a steam-thrashing business that serviced farms within
a five-mile radius.
The property to the north-west of the junction between Main Street and Blacksmiths Lane sits
at the southern end of the garden belonging to the substantial Victorian house, now
demolished, laid south of the blacksmith’s workshop and yard. This Victorian house is shown
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both on the 1963 aerial photography and on the 1886 OS Map, when it might have been quite
new. It was of two stories, of the local red-brick and sat under a Welsh slate roof. Its
windows were large plate-glass sashes, and it was probably of similar date to West View in
Station Road. The bungalow that was built gable-end-on to Main Street at the end of its
garden in the early 1960s is typical of those of its time in the village. It is built of a non-local
light greyish pink brick, under a concrete tile roof, and has a large brick-built stack on its
southern gable externally and a small porch in the centre of its east side. The details of the
windows and doorways are of 1960s types, though many are probably replaced. Unlike more
recent developments in Blacksmiths Lane, this bungalow was set well back from the street,
and is now surrounded with a substantial mixed-species hedge, such that little of the building
can be seen from the street.
The development of four identical houses in the plot to the north, on the western side of the
lane (Nos. 6-12 Blacksmiths Lane), is – frankly - insensitive. It was built over the southern
end of the Topliss Farm crew-yard, the blacksmith’s smithy and yard, and over the site of the
Victorian villa to its south, about which little seems to be known. The south gable of No.12,
which mirrors the gable of The Cottage, has – contrastingly - over-hanging eaves with crude
bargeboards and a projecting stack. The facades have simple projecting porches under
transverse roofs, with wide glazed doorways. The windows and doors are all ‘off-the-shelf’
units, whilst the tiles are a dark coloured concrete pantile. Although all four houses are of a
standard plan two are reversed, such that there are two houses followed by two bays of
garages, divided by walls of inappropriate pierced concrete blocks supported by brick piers.
Nos. 6, 8 and 10 have no boundary whatsoever between their front plots and the Lane, and all
four properties retain this area as hard paving. No.12 has a dwarf brick wall with some
ornamental railing, which both defines the boundary and distracts the eye from the
appearance of the houses. It is interesting to note that all four houses are set well to the front
of their respective plots, imitating the original enclosed feel of the Lane, and all four are built
in brick of a suitable colour. But the fact that the designs appear to have been chosen ‘off the
shelf’ from an estate somewhere, rather than being designed for this specific location, has
resulted in a very disappointing development that has seriously detracted from the appearance
of Blacksmiths Lane.
The northern gable of No.6 Blacksmiths Lane (identical to that of No12 at the other end) is
clearly visible from the Lane’s northern end, because No.4 and No.2 Blacksmiths Lane are
set well back towards the centres of their plots. These two, two-storey, houses are very
similar in their massing and façade design and could have been built as a pair. Both were
originally built in an alien sandy pink-coloured brick and both sit beneath roofs of dark grey
concrete tiles. Today, though, the two buildings look very different. No.2 retains its original
‘off-the-shelf’ glazing units, front door etc., and also its large projecting porch structure,
supported on pillars of brickwork and roofed transversely along the façade. By contrast, No.4
has lost its porch, and its windows have been replaced with modern double-glazing units with
‘false’ glazing bars. But the biggest difference is that the original sandy pink brick façade has
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been fronted with one in a composite stone ashlar, with stones ranging from bright pink to a
cool grey.
The final anti-climax on the western side of Blacksmiths Lane, facing the historic buildings
of Tip Tree Farm, is the entirely unapologetic garage façade of No.15 Lincoln Lane.
Blacksmiths Lane ought to be a delightful village corner, but the lack of consideration given
to design when consent was granted for infill has reduced it to an uncomfortable road that
detracts from the village scape.

2.9 Fosse Lane
From the south, one enters the built-up area of Thorpe on the Hill quietly, with one’s eyes on
the larger buildings and the church closer to the hill-top ahead. But long before the hill-top is
reached, a long row of small houses and bungalows stand to the west of the road, set well
back within their plots and not very prominent from the roadside. Like the ‘suburban’
development in Station Road, the individualistic designs of these buildings is really quite
pleasing, though none of them would be thought appropriate for a village setting nowadays.
The first nine properties appear to have been built on former Manor Farm Land sold off for
development in 1966. But before we reach the residential plots there is a small fenced
industrial site on the west side of the road reached by a short track. The first two bungalows
on the western side of the Lane (Nos. 44 and 42 Fosse Lane) are square in plan and sit below
large semi-pyramidal roofs of dark grey concrete pantiles. Both have confident and decorated
chimney stacks which add to the interest of their profile. Both are constructed of
inappropriate, pinkish, Fletton stock bricks, but with their bold circular bay-windows they are
not unattractive, and even the large extension to the north of No.42 does not seriously affect
the house’s appeal. No.42 has a low hedged boundary behind the broad swath of verge that is
such a feature on both sides of Foss Lane as it climbs the hill. No.44 has opted, instead, for a
very slight brick wall between brick pillars, with an eccentric, though not unattractive,
‘castellated’ brick wall of the same pinkish brickwork as the house itself. The next property
(No.40 Fosse Lane) has dispensed with any form of boundary so that its lawn runs directly
into the public roadside verge. This time the house itself is a rectangular box placed side-on
to the Lane and built of an alien sandy-gold coloured brick, though under a roof of dark grey
concrete pantiles. The windows and doors are standard units and the large roof towards the
Lane is divided by a pair of dormers under separate flat lintels covering huge picture
windows. There is a short stack placed somewhat off-centre in the roof. The next house to the
north (No.38) appears to have started life as a copy of its neighbour to the south, but it has
developed quite differently, and its walls are in a different, much more appropriate, deep-red
brick. It also has a roof of dark grey concrete pantiles and a short off-centre stack,
incorporating dormers, but here they are under pitched gables with tiled transverse roofs and
a dark-stained weatherboarding finish. The window units here, and throughout the house
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have been replaced with good-looking hardwood casements. The building has also acquired
an attractive extension towards the street, with a rendered gable and brickwork quoins and a
‘feature’ lozenge-shaped window. It has also acquired a garage extension to the north under a
roof with a single slope away from the house. The house is accessed via a traditional-looking
wooden gate through a mixed species hedge, which might have been retained from the time
when this plot was a paddock. The next property to the north (No.36) is a bungalow of more
complex form than those at the farther end of the Lane. The core appears to be a rectangular
structure with a hipped roof (covered with similar grey concrete pantiles to all the others), but
with two extensions pushed forwards towards the Lane (under transverse roofs), and the front
door placed centrally between. This building too appears to be in a pinkish stock brick
(Fletton?), but the gable ends of the two transverse projections are rendered between
brickwork pillars. It has a decorated stack on its south gable. The building has a discrete
free-standing garage tucked away behind the building under a concrete pantile roof. Although
this building, too, has a gate of traditional style leading into the property from the street, it
occupies a gap in a Leylandii hedge.
The next property to the north (No.34) reverts to the same formula as Nos. 38 and 40. It is a
rectangular box placed parallel to the road, with a large roof of greyish concrete pantiles
facing the Lane, dominated by a pair of large dormers under flat lintels, and with a short offcentre stack. This example, however, appears to be built of brick of richer red colour, and the
window units have been updated to make them more discrete. It has a small garage extension
squeezed into the plot south of the house. The boundary with the wide verge of Fosse Lane is
demarcated by a tall, well-maintained, yew hedge.
The modest roofscape of the properties at the southern end of Fosse Lane is nicely varied,
with different shapes, orientations and styles of chimney stacks. The same cannot be said of
the next three properties to the north (Nos. 32-28). These three bungalows line up gable-end
on the Lane like a row of beach-huts. They all appear to be the same basic house design, with
some minor decorative variation, such as the panel on the gable end of No.32, the recessed
rendered panels in the equivalent positions on No.30 and No.28 are rendered and painted.
The two southernmost are built of a red brick, but the northernmost (No.28) is in an alien
sandy coloured brick, similar to No.40 further south. All three have undecorated stacks
projecting through their dark grey concrete-tiled roofs. All are fitted with ‘off-the-shelf’
window and door units. No.30 has a large garage extension to the south, under a functional
flat roof. Both No.32 and No.30 have a boundary with the public verge marked by planting,
with some small trees and shrubs and other lower-growing plants, but these could not be said
to constitute a hedge in either case. No.28, on the other hand, fronts the lane with the remains
of a mixed species hedge that has been broken through in two separate places to provide
access.
Progressing northwards, the next two properties are different again (Nos. 26 & 24 Fosse
Lane), and they evidently belong to a slightly different phase of redevelopment of the
paddocks along Fosse Lane. The next three properties also have considerably larger plots
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than those further south, and the dwellings sit only one third of the way back from the Lane,
yet still manage to retain the building line established by those in the much shorter plots
further south. These three plots probably belonged to an earlier sale of Manor Farm land,
dating from 1957-9 and, prior to that, they were known as ‘Half Year Land’, within which
cottages in the village had the rights to graze their stock after the harvest – a right withdrawn
at Enclosure in 1774. No.26 is a bungalow standing parallel with the Lane. It too seems to be
built of the alien sandy coloured brick of its neighbour to the south, and the fenestration has
evidently been altered from the original. Rather unexpectedly, it is set beneath an (evidently
recently replaced) reddish clay pantile roof. The stack, which is off-centre to the south, has
some minimal decoration. It fronts Fosse Lane with a carefully maintained strip of planting,
incorporating three young shrubs, but this probably does not constitute a hedge either. No.24
is different again. This bungalow has been enormously extended to the south in recent years,
so that a building that was originally gable-end on the Lane now presents a considerable
façade. Both parts are built of salmon pink brick, below a dark grey concrete tile roof. The
roof towards Fosse Lane has a pair of small Velux windows. The gable end is decorated with
a panel of lap-boarding, but this building might originally have been very similar (if not the
same as) Nos. 32-28 above, except that its undecorated stack emerges from the roof towards
the rear of the building. It fronts the broad public verge of Fosse Lane with a dense, yew
hedge, but kept at a low height.
No.22 Fosse Lane sits in a plot of the same depth as the two houses to its south, but at least
twice as broad. The current house is another rectangular bungalow flank-on to the Lane, but
with a small outbuilding to its south under a double-pitched roof, connected to the main block
by a low link-building under a flat roof. The whole is built of an alien sandy pink coloured
brick and both the main block and the garage sit under tiled roofs which are now of a dull dun
coloured greyish ceramic tile, which might originally have been considerably lighter in
shade. It has one gable-end stack and a second mounted asymmetrically through the roof,
both of which are simple and non ornated. The windows and doors have been replaced with
standard plastic units. To the south of the main block is a large free-standing garage of steel
frame and concrete panels. The long boundary with the public verge of Fosse Lane is marked
by an attractive mixed-species hedge, which could well have survived from the time when
this was still an agricultural paddock. The gates (mounted on brick piers of the same type and
date as the house) are mass-produced garden furniture of the 1960s.
No.20/18b Fosse Lane (South Croft) formerly known as Brookfield House is apparently
joined to Hill Cottage by a single-storey link building. Both are small cottages of mid 19th
century date and both are on the 1886 OS map, already linked together. Both stand well
forward within their plots – well in advance of the building line adopted by all the other
properties in Fosse Lane - and although both have short front gardens before they meet the
public verge, they contribute to the impression that Fosse Lane is narrowing as it reaches the
top of the hill, as indeed it is, and as it has done since the 19th century. No.20/18b has been
considerably altered from its original late 19th century state, though it was once a four-square
cottage of the same type as The Cottage and several other examples in the village. Now,
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however, the proportions of the lower openings have been altered to fit inappropriate wider
window units under horizontal lintels. The three surviving upper floor windows, however,
show that the original windows would not only have been narrower and better proportioned,
but set beneath stone lintels. The symmetrically placed front door is no longer visible from
the Lane, as it sits within a very solid brick porch with a transverse roof covered in welsh
slates (and visible in a photograph of 1947). No.20/18b is built of is a typical rich red local
brick, but although there are a number of oxidised headers in the fabric they are scattered
randomly and there is little sign that they were originally patterned (as they are for example
at Hill Cottage next door). The roof is of dark grey concrete tiles. To the south is a modern
single-storey extension, using a well-chosen rich red brick, under a concrete tile roof, but
with an prominent ‘patio’ doorway in the south gable dominating the view from the Lane as
one enters the village. As with other buildings of this type in the village, No.20/18b has a
gable-end stacks (placed internally) with some slight decoration at the top (though as they
stand today they are rebuilt), whilst the gables themselves have an ornamental projecting
cornice-course. The front boundary of No.20/18b is marked with a thin modern metal railing
fence with some decorative detail above a dwarf wall of brick.
Hill Cottage 18/18a Fosse Lane (once known as Woodbine Villa – Wilson & Wilson 2003,
79) is the smaller of the pair of 19th century cottages here, south of the site of Glebe Farm and
it has survived in excellent condition. It is another of Thorpe’s notable buildings, and in
recognition of its value it is a Listed Building (Grade II). This listing implies that No.20/18b
is also listed as a curtilage building. Although smaller, Hill Cottage seems to have been more
finely detailed than its immediate neighbour to the south. First, the rich red local brick of the
eastern façade facing the road has a pattern of oxydised headers creating a chequerboard
effect similar to that we have seen at Holly Green, Holmeside, Manor Farm House etc. Its
window openings – all set under stone lintels - are not quite symmetrically arranged, but the
three on the upper floor evidently retain their original furniture (or an exact copy) in the form
of 3X6 vertical sashes. The lower pair of windows have 6X6 sashes. The centrally placed
doorcase is a simple, but decorative example, with a slight undecorated pilasters supporting a
projecting lintel on simple carved consoles. It is not known if the existing four-panelled door
leaf is the original but, if not, it is well-chosen. Interestingly, the roof is covered with Welsh
slate of considerable age. If this roof is original it will be an early example of the switch from
local clay pantiles to materials brought by railway, and would suggest that Hill Cottage was
probably built after 1846. Like No.20/18b next door, and all of the other examples of
buildings of this date in Thorpe, Hill Cottage has internally placed stacks against its gable
walls, that are nicely decorated in raised bands of brickwork at the top. It also has the raised
decorative brick cornice band in the gables. The link building that joins Hill Cottage to its
neighbour to the south is a nondescript brick building of a single storey under a flat roof; but
it has some age, as it’s east wall clearly shows where a doorway (under a segmental brick
lintel) has been altered to form a modern window and (as already mentioned) it was present
by 1886. The boundary of Hill Cottage with the public verge of Fosse Lane is, like that at
No.20/18b to its south, a cast and wrought iron fence – in this case more elaborate, with less
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conventional detailing, and apparently employing a pair of older cast iron gateposts. This
fence might be of similar age to those around St Michael’s churchyard and along Fosse Lane
outside the Memorial Chapel (above). But whatever its age it is a very attractive feature.
North of Hill Cottage there is a substantial rise in the ground level, marking the southern
boundary of the former barn south of the former entrance to Glebe Farm. Indeed parts of the
barn’s fabric might have survived within the standing retaining wall between the two
properties. The first of the two bungalows that face onto Fosse Lane on the site of Glebe
Farm yard is built on the new building line established by Brookfield House and Hill Cottage,
quite close to the Lane, though the bungalows are actually in the centres of their small plots.
It is built of a light pink coloured brick, but the west façade has been covered with a veneer
of patterned light grey stonework. The building sits beneath a roof of dark grey concrete tiles,
apparently unrelieved by a stack of any type. The windows and doors are of modern plastic
double-glazing units. The boundary between the public verge and the private space in front of
No. 14 has disappeared completely, and is now only marked by a pair of older trees
protruding thought the nicely maintained lawn. It has a small garage of the same brick as the
bungalow, but with a flat roof, tucked away behind the house on the north side.
The final bungalow on this side of Fosse Lane (No.12 Fosse Lane) is built in a non-local
salmon pink brick under a dark grey roof of concrete tiles, and differs from its neighbour only
in that the window furniture has been replaced with different designs of plastic window units.
It too has a small garage with a flat roof tucked behind the house on the south side. The
boundary with the public verge has been preserved in front of No.12 and is marked by a thick
hedge of alternating Laurel and Lelandii. The out-of-control hedge of mixed species to the
north belongs to No.1 Main Street (above).
Returning to the southern end of Fosse Lane, we can now proceed northwards along its
eastern side, where development took a completely different pattern to that we have been
recording along the western side. As on the western side, there is a broad public grassed
verge leading up the slope towards the prominent house called The Mount, which lies
squarely across the hill and creates a notable narrowing of the view towards the top of the
hill.
The first house within the village boundary, on the eastern side of Fosse Lane is a long low
bungalow, cut quite deeply into the slope at its northern end (No. 31 Fosse Lane). It is built
from a bright sandy yellow brick that is entirely foreign to these parts – which is ironic as the
building itself lies close to the sites of the buildings of the former Thorpe on the Hill brick
factory, the buildings of which were shown on the 1886 OS map. A structure that might
represent a brick kiln is shown just to the south of the present bungalow, with, beyond it, a
long row of what might have been storage sheds etc. or, alternatively, these buildings might
have represented Brickyard Row which we are told ran east from Fosse Lane, to the south of
Ebenezer, and was demolished in the 1940s (Wilson & Wilson 2003, 77). In fact this range
had gone by the 1905 OS map, by which time the kiln building still stood, but the ancillary
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structures for the industry were grouped around a courtyard along the road further to the
south, and south of the modern bungalow on the site. The modern bungalow sits under a
dark-grey tiled roof (possibly of ceramic or concrete composite) and has an integral garage at
its northern end, where it is least visible from the road. The windows and front door are
standard units, with the doorway itself placed in an off-centre recess to provide a shallow
porch. The structure has no chimney and only a row of small, high, ‘letterbox’ windows in
the wall at its southern end. These two features give the building a somewhat ‘civic’ or
‘institutional’ look. The boundary with the broad public verge is marked by a line of several
different conifers and an acer, all planted to the front of the line of a post and rail fence,
which presumably marked the actual boundary, though the fence itself has mostly now gone.
To the north, by far the largest frontage on the east side of Fosse Lane belongs to the large
early Victorian mansion known as Ebenezer (29 Fosse Lane) and its outbuildings. The
frontage is in two parts: the southern is marked by a long length of hedge of mixed species,
which includes one full grown standard ash, a newly planted silver birch and at least one
other. In other words, this hedgerow is likely to date back to a period prior to the erection of
the house when this was the boundary of an agricultural field to the east. Further to the north,
this hedge gives way to a fine brick wall four to five feet in height and descending the hill in
a succession of four curved transitions. There is a substantial brick pillar in the centre (i.e.
dividing the wall into bays) and a similar pillar at either end. The coping of the wall is
provided by a band of brickwork projecting on both sides to give enough room in the core for
a strip of low-growing succulents and other plants. This wall is most attractive, and provides
a very hopeful entry to the village. North of the wall’s northern pier, a gate of traditional
design connects with the southern gable of the long row of outbuildings that lead east towards
the house itself. In the gable end facing the Lane, this range has a large double door
indicating a carriage house on the ground floor, with a (restored) 3X6 vertical sash window
above, set beneath a segmental head turned in wonderfully accurate brickwork. The whole
gable end, indeed, like the whole building, is decorated in brickwork of terrific quality, as one
might expect for a house built almost as an advertisement for the brickyard’s owner. First, the
quoins of this gable-end are constructed in ‘side-alternate’ fashion using bricks of slightly
higher fired texture, making the quoins themselves stand out from the remainder of the
design. Then, at the base of the gable apex, there is a horizontal string consisting of a
projecting brick band topped with a line of projecting chamfer-cut bricks, like a row of
medieval corbels. Above that the gable rises to roof collar height, where another projecting
brick band supports the half-hipped roof above a second row of chamfer-cut bricks. The long
roof itself is of clay pantiles, with its wall-plates also set on a cornice band consisting of the
same arrangement of chamfer-cut brick standing on a projecting band that we see in the
gable. The eastern two thirds of the south elevation, facing towards the large garden behind
the boundary wall already mentioned, is occupied by two large carriage-house doors, again
under segmental-arched heads turned in brick, whilst above them are two windows, one of
them ‘blind’. These too are placed beneath segmental arches, and the open one contains a
6X6 vertical sash set above an interesting sill, with what seems to be a projecting brick
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threshold, which might indicate that this window had once been an upper doorway. The blind
example might by a ‘window tax’ window. Beyond the doors and windows at the eastern end
of this elevation, and dividing the building in two vertically, is a projecting brick pilaster
containing, at first floor level, a group of vertical piercings, like broad letterboxes, each with
a projecting brick sill. It appears there were originally 12 such piercings, but most of these
have been blocked subsequently. This delightful feature is clearly a contemporary dovecote.
Between the pilaster and the original eastern gable of this building there is only a single,
relatively modern, casement window, set below a segmental brick lintel. Between this
distinguished range of outbuildings and the main house is an inserted single-storey ‘link’
building. It is of a rich red local brick and has an original door at the west end, a relatively
modern door at the east end, and a single two-light casement window in between. The eastern
part (linking to the house is a relatively modern addition, linking the two earlier buildings,
but the western part was shown on the 1886 OS map, and is probably mid 19th century in
date.
The house itself, known as ‘Ebenezer’ because of this name being spelt out large in oxidised
brick headers in the fabric of its west wall, along with the date ‘1843’, has a good claim to
being the finest house in Thorpe. It is built of top-quality brickwork, using brick from the
owner’s kilns just to the south, and it served as an advertisement for the quality of the bricks
in itself, and for the quality of brickwork that was possible using it. It is a large two-storey
box on plan, with a small two-storey rectangular projection on the northern side. It has a
symmetrical façade facing south divided into storeys by a bold brick band. There are three
vertical 6X6 sash windows on the first floor, set below segmental arched lintels of excellent
quality rubbed brick, and one similar example either side of the front door on the ground
floor. The door itself stands in a projecting stone door case supporting a slight porch roof.
The large clay pantiled roof is hipped, and carries, projecting from its northern slope, two
large stacks. These stacks are one of the principal decorations of the building: each stack
carries a trio of individual flues, each one treated as an individual barrel, and decorated with
cut and moulded brickwork, in the form of a succession of boldly projecting strings. Each
barrel now has a tall pot on top, which adds to the decorative effect, and makes the chimneys
one of the most memorable aspects of the building. Given its historical context within the
village, and the high quality of its design and brickwork, this building must be a clear
candidate for listed building status, and it is somewhat surprising to find that it is not listed
already.
The next plot to the north has been built in recent times on land that lay behind a range of
outbuildings, sheds etc. that were originally part of the The Mount property next door.
Although built in a predominantly light pink-coloured brick, the colouring is sufficiently
variegated not to stand out unattractively. A great deal of care has been taken with the
brickwork detailing and the whole building benefits from a ‘saw-tooth’ dentillation
supporting a projecting cornice band. It has an adventurous two-range plan under three roofs,
one at right angles, all covered with clay pantiles. The very attractive effect of the massing of
these roofs is compromised, however, when viewed from the south-west, as the effect has
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been greatly affected by the location of solar panels. The north gable has discrete brickwork
kneelers, whilst the lower gables to the west and south have neat angle-pilasters. The building
has been equipped with good quality, bespoke, windows and doors and, with its garage in the
west range (doors facing north) and its public private boundary marked by a well-maintained
mixed species hedge (that is older than the house) it is a polite and attractive new neighbour
for Ebenezer next door.
The next two plots to the north were also originally part of The Mount. However, the plot to
the east of The Mount itself was developed separately for a single large, low, bungalow. Like
its neighbour to the south, this building takes an ‘L’ shape plan, with extensions, but it is set
so far back in its plot from the road that only its roofs can be seen above hedges and gardens
in front, and it is screened to a large extent by The Mount itself. It is of a strongly coloured
red brick and sits under a clay pantile roof. It has a prominent gable-end stack on the gable
most clearly visible from the road, which has some minimal ornamental banding. The plot
has been subdivided in such a way that it has no boundary with the broad open public verge
of Fosse Lane except the width of its own drive gateway.
To its west, stands the older house – The Mount, placed east-west, almost square-on to Fosse
Lane as it rises up the hill into the village, and occupying almost half the width of the public
space that flanks that road. The result is (or was before the current planting matured) that The
Mount was very dominant in the view as one entered the village, and that the road itself was
‘squeezed down’ to a normal double carriageway width in order to pass around its western
end. The Mount is evidently a mid Victorian villa (it is shown on the 1886 OS map, and the
use of Welsh slate probably suggests a date after about 1850), and is built of local rich red
brick with a symmetrical south façade employing two large bay windows on ground floor
either side of a front door (one now replaced with a large conservatory). The front door is
now covered with a substantial brick porch under a separate tiled roof. The three windows in
the upper floor are all under flat lintels with painted stone sills, and the roof is of Welsh slate,
supported on two tall gables with internal stacks supporting low chimneys (one to the east
and two to the west) with ornamental brickwork details. In the west gable, facing the road,
the original sash windows survive under their segmental turned brick heads and they are
grouped attractively in the centre of the gable between the two stacks, which are,
consequently, not on the centre-line. The northern façade is also visible from the Lane to the
north, and also retains many of its original details, including original windows (under
segmental brick heads) and filled with attractive 4 pane plate-glass sashes. To the north east
of the house, and clearly visible through the main gate at the rear of the attractive formal
courtyard, is a low brick range of ‘privies’, or outside toilets, built of local brick under a
Welsh slate roof, these might be the last surviving examples in Thorpe of this building type
that was once provided in almost every house. The plot within which The Mount sits is
screened from the public realm by the surviving mixed species hedge that probably bounded
the plot before the house was built, and which runs right around the south and west sides of
the plot, terminating only in a pair of brick gate-piers at its northern end. But the house is
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now screened by several large trees which also serve to conceal the building, so that it not as
prominent in the landscape as it was a century ago.
Immediately to the north of The Mount, and squeezed into its plot, between The Mount and
the garage to its north, is another four-square bungalow of a type we have seen elsewhere in
the village (No.21 Fosse Lane). It is built of a strongly coloured red brick and sits below a
pyramidal roof of dark grey concrete tiles, and has a tall stack with minimal ornamentation
on its north side, but it has been greatly altered and now has both a large dormer facing west
under a flat lintel and a large glass porch covering the front door on the western side. A
concrete-panel garage, probably on a steel frame, is tucked away behind the bungalow on its
north side, immediately adjacent to the engineering garage next door. The boundary between
the narrow front garden of this property and the public footpath is marked by a hedge of
Leylandii, but there is a double-width drive with no gates separating parking here from the
parking around the engineering works itself. This bungalow is extremely prominent, as one
turns the corner southwards into Fosse Lane from Main Street, mostly because it sits so far
forward in its plot, but the parking areas, the Leylandii and the clumsy alterations to the
original bungalow contribute to the environmental degradation that has developed around this
road junction.
The next plot to the north is the large red brick shed with an asbestos/concrete panel roof that
belongs to D L Feather Motor Engineering. This plot is presumably zoned for commercial,
whilst to its north, apparently within the same plot (at No.19 Fosse Lane), stands another
bungalow very similar to that immediately to the south of the workshop, which is built of
strong red brick, square on plan with a grey concrete pantile roof, of pyramidal form. There is
a tall chimney stack to the south side and a second at the rear. This bungalow, however, is
considerably less altered than its companion at No.21. Where it really scores over its fellow,
however, is that it is set right towards the rear of the plot, even though it originally replaced a
building placed gable-on to the street at the front of the plot (visible on the 1886 OS map).
No.17 Fosse Lane is sometimes still called Mr Blow’s House, and it faces westwards down
Main Street across its junction with Fosse Lane. It is quite a grand building, though greatly
altered in recent years. Although of a fine orangy coloured red brick, it is of a different shade
than many of the undoubtedly local bricks, and these might have been the products of the
Lincoln brick industry. It sits beneath a (replaced) clay pantile roof. There was a house near
the Lane on the 886 OS Map, and the present house is the successor of that building, though
it does not seem to be in quite the same place, or to be of similar size. A 1930s postcard
(Wilson and Wilson 2003, 86) shows the house as it was before its modern refurbishment. It
shows late Victorian fenestration and woodwork in the two ground floor bay windows, and in
the elaborate porch which formed part of the same structure, as it still does. Today, however,
the woodwork has largely been replaced by a plastic door and window units with ‘false’
glazing bars. At first floor the three windows retain the oddity they have always had of the
central being set beneath a segmental arched opening turned in brick whilst the larger
windows to left and right are set below apparently timber lintels immediately beneath the
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wall plate. The stacks are within the building on both gable walls, with short chimneys,
nicely elaborated. A third stack rises through the height of the substantial rear range of the
building, which is two-storied and extends back a considerable distance into the plot. The
front range takes its location from the line established along the eastern edge of Fosse Lane
by the gable of The Mount to the south, though it is set at a deliberate angle to face more
south-westerly. The boundary between Fosse Lane and No.17 is a modern picket fence,
which encloses the front garden but separates it from the adjacent drive with its modern redbrick, flat-roofed, garage, which is contained within a single storey northern extension to the
house itself.
The 1886 OS map shows a second substantial building in the plot behind No.17. This was the
thatched single-storey cottage of three principal rooms lying east-west and described by
Dennis Taylor, in which the upstairs attic was reached by a ladder (Wilson and Wilson 2003,
77 & picture 78). It was demolished in the late 1930s, and appears to have been one of the
oldest buildings in Thorpe of which we have any record, and the site is now occupied by the
extensive garden of No.17. Somewhere here, to the rear of No.17, lay Thorpe’s famous
windmill, depicted – for example - in Peter de Windt’s painting of the 1820s or 30s.
Unfortunately the mill had vanished by the time of the 1886 OS map.
To the north, No. 15 Fosse Lane is the older of Thorpe’s two former post-offices still
standing. The post-office was brought into this house around 1930, although there had
apparently been a post office in the village since 1872 (Wilson & Wilson 2003, 85-6). This
house was probably originally constructed well before 1930, though, but it is not shown on
the 1905 OS map, so it was built after that date. It might belong to the early 1920s. The
central block is two-storied, of similar bright red brick to its neighbour to the south (i.e.
possibly from Lincoln Brick Company) with a single storey extension to the south to contain
the garage, built after 1963. The original façade had a bay window on the ground floor
covered by a lean-to slate roof that now continues, projecting along the whole façade. To its
south it covers, also, the entrance to a deep open porch with a round-headed arched entrance
to the recessed front door. The arch itself has small moulded stone abaci. Above, the
windows are also of asymmetrical size, contrasting with the asymmetry below, though the
window details are all modern (though well chosen and of hardwood). The house sits beneath
a Welsh slate roof of pyramidal form. Two tall stacks project through the roof on its northern
side, each with elaborate banding to the chimneys. To the north again, there is a large singlestorey extension, also in red brick, and also with a bay window facing Fosse Lane, set
beneath a large spreading roof of Welsh slate. Beyond the extension to the north is a small
more modern garage, of an orangey coloured brick under a concrete sheet roof. The boundary
between No. 15 and Fosse Lane (which has no footpath at this point) is a fine multi-species
hedge, which probably pre-dates the house.
The five bungalows that extend northwards from No.15 northwards along the east side of
Fosse Lane (Nos. 13 – 5 Fosse Lane) must all have been built about the same time (Date –
post 1963) and are of similar types and construction. No.13 has some rather unusual applique
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‘false’ stone on some (but not all) of the quoins on a building that is built of a sandy brownish
brick, No.11 is in a greyish pink brick, but the surfaces towards Fosse Lane are rendered,
apart from a panel of composite stone below the most prominent bay window. No.9 is in a
very pale cream brick, but has some most unusual stone details (large buttresses at the southwest and north-west corners, and on the line of the chimney stack). No.7 is a similar
combination of pale cream brick and extensive stone buttresses, whilst No.5 uses the more
sandy coloured brickwork, but again with stone buttresses. All except No.9 sit below grey
concrete pantile roofs, but No.9 has a roof of chunky composite slates, but all have apologetic
little chimney stacks extending through the roofs at various points, with some minimal
decoration. The window and door furniture throughout has been of ‘off-the-shelf’ units, but
they have all been replaced by modern standardised double glazing units (often with ‘false’
glazing bars), though those in No.13 attempt to replicate the originals. This group of
buildings seem to have been built to a variety of different ground-plans. Nos. 3 and 7 are
simply rectangles laid out parallel with the Lane, but the others have projecting ‘wings’ of
varying proportions and different scales, the result is some variety in the appearance of this
side of the Lane.
Variety is perhaps less effective when it comes to the public/private boundaries. Along this
side of Fosse Lane a broad public verge has been established in front of the modern
bungalows, but the boundaries beyond it are each different, as is the treatment of the verge
itself. In front of No.13, a Cypressus hedge fronts onto a grassed strip of verge, In front of
No.11, it is a wall of pierced concrete blocks that fronts onto a paved public verge, whilst in
front of No.9 a composite stone wall with two gateways fronts onto a grassed verge (with
white painted boulders). No.7 has appropriated the grassed verge into their garden design by
doing away with the boundary altogether and planting a strip of roses between two
substantial shrubs along the boundary, whilst No.5 has gone the other way and established a
tall Leylandii hedge inside the grassed public verge. Nos.5 and 7 also have two
entrances/exits into the forecourt in front of the bungalows themselves.
No.1A Fosse Lane is an altogether different type of structure from those to its south. It is
also a large two-storied house, and set at 45 degrees to those further north as it follows the
sweep of the road around the east side of the small triangular green, where Fosse Lane joins
Lincoln Lane. It is built with well-considered reddish brown bricks which, though a little
alien looking, are considerably closer to the colour of traditional Thorpe bricks than the
bungalows to the south. The brickwork in the north-eastern gable is patterned with soldiercourses, whist along the north-west facades, the cornice is dentillated. It is square on plan
with a substantial single-storey extension to the north east, giving its roof (of dark pinkish
grey pantiles) a stepped profile. The single-storey unit wraps around the north-west façade to
provide an entrance suite, with a contrasting fenestration rhythm to that on the remainder of
the house. The windows themselves appear to be bespoke timber units with some attractive
lead work within the glass. The building has a single demonstrative stack against the external
south-west gable, with a distinctive decorated terminal. Further to the south-west is a
freestanding brick-built garage – also under a dark pinkish grey pantile roof – although the
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large doorway faces Fosse Lane, rather than being rotated at a right-angle. There is a broad,
grassed, public verge along the curve of the eastern side of Fosse Lane as it heads towards the
junction with Lincoln Lane and Little Thorpe Lane, and No.1A fronts this with a long high
hedge of Leylandii, broken only by a gap at the extreme south-west corner of the plot where
the access drive has been created. The Lelandii continues around the curve until it meets a
substantial standard ash tree, beyond which the hedge reduces in height and appears to be of
blackthorn, or a similar plant, and might have survived from the time when this was still a
field boundary.
To the north-east of No.1A, lies No.1 Fosse Lane which, despite its address, actually faces
out onto Lincoln Lane. Here the public/private boundary disappears once again. A strip of
grassed public verge is not separated from the forecourt of this dwelling, except by two token
shrubs. Beyond, this recent building is tucked behind a garage which has been rotated
through 90 degrees in the effective way we have seen elsewhere in the village. This building
is built of a good red brick and has a small hipped roof covered in dark pinkish grey pantiles,
and it provides an attractive Lane-side building. The brick for the gable end of the house
itself at first floor level is out of context, and its mixture of sandy and blackish bricks make it
both stand-out from its own garage and from the remaining buildings in Thorpe. The sandyblack bricks appear only to be a panel (albeit a prominent one), as the remainder of the
building - and indeed the apex of the gable - are built in a similar red brick to that used for the
garage. The ground floor of this building is faced with composite stone, which looks rather
out of place below the brickwork, especially as the boundary between the two methods of
construction is marked by soldier-courses of purple engineering brick. The stone theme is
also taken up in the western boundary wall, which is also of (extremely artificial-looking)
composite stone, and although it is made more acceptable by the traditional clay pantile
coping (on an artificial stone wall), it seems alien into the village, which is ten miles from the
nearest building stone quarry. Even more peculiar, given the perfectly respectable separate
garage building, the front part of the ground floor of No.1 is occupied by two more integral
garages. No.1 Fosse Lane is a most unusual piece of modern development and, although such
a design might have been thought appropriate for an urban context, surrounded here by fields
and trees it looks particularly out of place.
Crossing Fosse Lane at this point we reach the former John Hunt Memorial Chapel (which
has been considered already under Lincoln Lane), and to complete our consideration of Fosse
Lane, we need to turn to the left and continue back up the hill towards St Michael’s church.
The first house to the south of the Chapel is No.2 Fosse Lane, an large house probably dating
originally from the 1930s (it was present on the 1953 OS map, for which survey work began
in 1938). It stands a long way back from the Lane, though it is centrally placed within its plot,
but from the road the ‘L-shaped’ plan of the building is clear. It appears to have begun with a
two-storey house of approximately square plan and of a type often seen in interwar suburban
housing. It is of a dun-coloured brick with a roof of pyramidal form, covered with ceramic
tiles, with a substantial two storey block projecting forwards towards the street. This
projection has a large two-storied sub-semicircular bay window, with a tile-hung band across
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the junction between storeys. A large porch and front door occupy the angle between the two
ranges. This part of the building has two tall chimney stacks against north and south gables,
which are elaborated towards their caps. Leading from the north-western corner of this earlier
dwelling an even larger two-storey range extension spreads greatly to the north and slightly
to the south, built after 1963. This block is in a duller pinkish-grey brick and sits below what
appears to be a Welsh slate roof, with hipped gables at either end. Its eastern façade towards
the Lane is little decorated, apart from a single small and illogical looking pediment about
half way along. The window and door openings in this range appear to be standard ‘off-theshelf’ units, under horizontal brick lintels. There is no pavement along the west side of Fosse
Lane at this point, so No.2 fronts directly onto the tarmac. But the boundary is clearly marked
by a very fine hedge of mixed species, with ash standards standing behind. This is likely to
have been the close boundary before the house was built.
Nos. 6 & 8 Fosse Lane, immediately to the south, are a pair of very similar two-storey
houses, which must have been erected by the same builder in the 1970s or 1980s56. No.6 is
constructed of an alien sandy-coloured brick, whilst No.8 uses a more salmon pink colour.
Both sit beneath roofs of grey concrete tiles. Both have short, but decorated chimney stacks
emerging through the roof towards their ‘outer’ gables. They have the same ground plan,
only one is the reverse of the other, so that the two garages (under flat roofs) adjoin each
other in the centre of the plot. Windows and doors in both houses have now all been replaced
with standard double-glazing units, with ‘false’ glazing bars. Only the suspended bay
window in No.8 appears to be an original feature now, and even that has Georgian-effect
glazing bars. No.6 has a large more recent porch/conservatory applied to the east façade,
whilst No.8 retains its original porch under a roof of single pitch that permits a small
extension to the room at its north-east corner. The porch is supported at its south-east angle
by a slender brick pillar. No.6 has the remains of a Cypressus hedge marking the boundary
with the public realm, but No.8 has done away with a vertical demarcation and opted for a
flower bed along the line of the boundary, partly planted with lavender bushes.
The final house to be described, No.10 Fosse Lane, lies immediately north of the churchyard
and has also done away with any demarcation between the property and the public road. Here
the lawn comes right to the tarmac edge. No.10 is a small bungalow built of an alien light
pink brick, set beneath a roof of reddish-grey tiles. The small projection towards the road
from the northern end is roofed separately, and offers a clapboard gable to the street. There
are two large picture windows in this façade under horizontal lintels, with a modern door set
between them. The building appears to have no external stack.
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APPENDIX

1:

THORPE

ON

THE

HILL,

HISTORIC

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
The broader landscape within which Thorpe is set
The entire parish of Thorpe on the Hill lies squarely within the area defined in the
Lincolnshire Historic Landscape Characterisation (2011) defined as Lincolnshire: Character
Zone TVL2. This zone is a small sub-set of the much larger Natural England Character Area
defined as No.48: Trent and Belvoir Vales.
Quoting from the adopted and published description:
‘Villages in this zone are characterised by re-brick buildings with pantile roofs. In many
cases there are active farms set within village boundaries, giving the settlements an active
rural character. Modern development is generally limited to individual buildings constructed
on vacant plots or gardens. There are few instances of large homogenous blocks of modern
housing in the vicinity of most historic settlements. …’
‘As well as the primary nucleated settlement pattern, there is also a secondary patter of
isolated farmsteads dispersed throughout the zone. Many are still in active use as farms, and
have associated agricultural buildings such as barns and sheds. In some cases these ancillary
buildings have become obsolete and are at risk of dereliction or demolition in favour of
modern buildings.’
‘The rural landscape is mostly made up of arable fields, which are arranged in a generally
rectilinear pattern with straight field boundaries at right-angles to each other. This pattern is
somewhat diminished across the zone by the loss of field boundaries, which has in places
created a more irregular pattern of larger fields. Field boundaries are more often formed by
hedges than drainage ditches …’
‘The zone is notable for its extensive woodland cover of various types … The greater part of
the woodland is made up of rectilinear plantations and game coverts. As well as the blocks of
woodland, there are often small strips of woodland immediately adjacent to minor roads
across the zone. This intensifies the woodland aspect of the zone and contributes to its
enclosed, intimate character.’
[In terms of Historical evolution] ‘There is a clear distinction between the area north of the
Fosse Way, which was subject to Parliamentary enclosure and the area to the south where
enclosure was brought about by private agreement. Many of the isolated farms found in the
modern landscape were established at this time …’
‘The rural landscape underwent significant change after the Second World War as field
boundaries were removed, both as a result of the consolidation of farm holdings and in order
to facilitate the use of new farm machinery. The loss of boundaries has resulted in a
diminution of the planned character of the landscape, especially on areas of former moorland
away from historic settlements’.
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‘Legibility
There are partially legible remnants of the medieval farming landscape to be found
throughout the zone, primarily focussed on the nucleated settlements. These include ancient
enclosures with irregular boundaries, and extant ridge and furrow earthworks. The post
medieval landscape is visible in the extensive survival of planned enclosure throughout the
zone. Although many of the fields on former moorland have been consolidated, they
currently still retain their planned enclosure character.’

Thorpe on the Hill as a component of Lincolnshire’s Historic Landscape Character
Zone TVL2
Thorpe on the Hill is a typical parish in this Character Zone. The built environment is almost
exactly as described in the adopted description of the Character Zone (above). It contains a
large block of ancient woodland in the eastern part of the parish (much of it formerly in the
parish of Aubourn-cum-Haddington). There are also strips of woodland along the minor
roads in the northern part of the parish.
Characteristically, Thorpe’s rural landscape is, however, mostly made up of arable fields,
which are indeed arranged in a generally rectilinear pattern, with straight field boundaries,
often at right-angles to each other. Field boundaries here are also very often formed by
hedges than drainage ditches and the hedges are usually multi-species, though with hawthorn
predominating and occasional standards. The modern parish lies north of the Fosse Way and
was enclosed in 1774, and several versions of the map recording the subdivision of the
landscape and the newly-created field boundaries have survived. Using these maps we can
calculate that there has been something like a thirty percent loss of hedged field boundaries
(by length) since the late eighteenth century. This relatively small loss-rate means that the
structure of the post-enclosure landscape, of the late eighteenth century, and much of its
detail, both physically, and in terms of natural environment, has survived into the present
day. The hawthorn and the standards are both likely to have been first planted in 1774. The
accompanying map shows those areas where this enclosure landscape, created in 1774,
survives well (within the purple line). As is also characteristic, these areas of historic
landscape survival in Thorpe lie predominantly within the former medieval open fields (East
Field, Middle Field and West Field). The area of former village common, along the northern
edge of the parish, which was also enclosed in 1774, has now lost almost all of its enclosure
boundaries, and an entirely new landscape has been created by gravel extraction.
Within the predominantly arable enclosure landscape, Thorpe also retains, in common with
other parishes in the zone, a number of small enclosures of permanent pasture adjacent to the
nucleated settlement, where the remains of the medieval open-field agriculture can still be
seen in the form of rare ridge-and-furrow earthworks.
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Map 1: Historic Landscape Features
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APPENDIX 2: DESIGN FEATURES SUMMARY
EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – LITTLE THORPE LANE
Address

Location within
plot

Roof
design

Roof
material

Roof
Colour

Brick colour
etc.

Brick
ornamentation

Chimney stack

Window & Door
types

Public/private boundary

No.1

central

gabled

Con. pan

dark
grey

sandy

buttressing

none

Bespoke
Wooden casement

Yew hedge & stone
(retaining) wall

No.2
Holme Farm
House

towards SW
corner

gable

Clay Pan

rich
orange

not known

not known

both external and internal
& gable-end and mid-roof –
all decorated

Standard DG
casement

Traditional brick wall wt
pantile coping & antique
chain-link fence

No.3

Central

gabled

Con. pan

dull red

creamy pink

no

Gable end decorated

Standard DG
casement units

Traditional ‘dry’ stone wall
of high value

No.5

central

gabled

Con. pan

Dark
grey

Creamy pink

no

In line off centre &
decorated

Standard casement
units

Painted modern brick con.
coping

No.7

central

hipped

Con pan

Dark
grey

dull red &
timber planked
panel

no

Through hipped roof, off
centreline & decorated

Standard DG
casement units

Mixed species hedge of
high value

No.11

central

gabled

Con pan

Dark
grey

Rich red

no

Gable end, internal &
decorated

Original timber
casements etc. of
high value

Mixed species hedge of
high value

Yes

No.13

SW corner

Gabled &
catslide

Clay pan

Rich
orange

Rich red & tile
hanging

Segmental headed
architraves

Through roof, asymmetric,
in line

Replaced bottom
opening DG units

Part mixed species hedge of
high value, part picket
fence

Yes

No.15
Honeysuckle
Cottage

Towards front

Part gable/
part
hipped

Con pan

Dark
grey

Not known
(rendered)

Not known

Gable end, orig. external,
decorated

Modern DG units

Part mixed species hedge of
high value, part picket
fence

No.17

central

gabled

Con pan

Dark
grey

Dull red

Pillar at NE corner

none

Standard DG units

Mixed species hedge of
high value

No.18

central

gabled

Clay pan

Rich
orange

Rich red

yes

Gable end, external
decorated

Bespoke DG
casements of
appropriate design

Mixed species hedge of
high value
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No.19

Central

gabled

Clay pan

Rich
Orange

Dull red &
false stone
panels

Ornamentation is
in stonework

Stonework at SE corner,
ornamented

Bespoke
casements

Mostly subsumed into
garden incl. short length of
mixed-species hedge

No.21

central

Multigabled

Clay pan

Rich
orange

Rich red &
leadwork
panels

Yes

Asymmetrically in forward
roof-slope. Ornamented

Bespoke hardwood
timber casements

Totally subsumed into
garden.

(The Stud Farm)

rear, though
surrounded by
open fields

gabled

con pan

Dark
grey

Dull Red

no?

asymmetric in southern
slope. ornamented

Standard DG
units?

Modern Leylandii hedge

The Dog House
(Laurelholme)

Central

gabled

Con pan

Dark
Grey

bright orangey
red

yes

gable end, on brickwork
corbelling. decorated

original casements
survive.

modern conifer hedge

TABLE 2
EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – LINCOLN LANE & MIDDLE LANE
Address

Location
within plot

Roof design

Roof material

Roof
Colour

Brick
colour etc.

Brick
ornamentation

Chimney stack

Window &
Door types

Public/private
boundary

Holme Close

NA

gabled

clay pantile

bright
red

rich red

some

external gable end.
decorated

Standard DG
units

mixed species hedge

The Old Diary

does not
replicate farm
building
footprint

gabled

clay pantile

bright
red

rich red but
partly
rendered

none

none

standard DG
units

none at all

John Hunt
Memorial Chapel

front

gabled with
pyramidal
tower cap

Welsh Slate

silvery
black

Bright
orangey red

yes

NA

Bespoke
panels

Cast/wrought iron fence
with contemporary gate

Yes

No. 1 Lincoln
Lane
Homeside

front

gabled

Welsh slate

silvery
black

rich red

yes

internal gable end.
Decorated

bespoke tophinged
‘psuedo-sash’

House wall stands on
boundary

Yes

No.3 Lincoln
Lane – Homeside
barns.

front

gabled

Clay pantile

rich
orange

rich red

yes

no

bespoke
casements

House wall stands on
boundary

Yes
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No.5
Lincoln Lane
(House on old
chapel site east)

rear

gabled

concrete pantile

dark
grey

rich red

no?

external gable. Ornamented

bespoke
hardwood
casements

Assimilated into front
garden. PC to note

No.6 Lincoln
Lane (Former
Post Office)

centre

hipped/
pyramidal

Concrete pantile

dark
grey

red

no

projecting asymmetrically
through roof slope

casements

brick wall with concrete
coping

No.7 Lincoln
Lane
(House on old
chapel site west)

rear

gabled

concrete pantile

dark
grey

rich red

no

projecting asymmetrically
through roof slope.
Ornamented

bespoke
hardwood
casements

brick wall under
concrete coping

No. 8 Lincoln
Lane (Vale View)

centre

hipped
pyramidal

concrete pantile

dark
grey

red

no

external gable. Ornamented

hardwood
casements

moulded & pierced
concrete block

No.10 Lincoln
Lane (Wyndham)

centre

Hipped
pyramdial

concrete pantile

dark
grey

red

no

projecting asymmetrically
through roof slope.
ornamented

casements

multi-species hedge

No.12 Lincoln
Lane (South
View)

centre

hipped
pyramidal

concrete pantile

dark
grey

red

no

projecting asymmetrically
through roof slope.
Ornamented

casements

multi-species hedge

No 14 Lincoln
Lane (Hill Crest)

centre

hipped
pyramidal

concrete flat tile

dark
grey

red

no

projecting asymmetrically
through roof slope.
Ornamented

casements

Substantial brick wall

No.15 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

dull red

no

gable end expressed
internally & ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

none

No.16 Lincoln
Lane
(Hayhillock)

centre

hipped
pyramidal

concrete flat
glazed tile

bright
crimson

red

no

External gable. Ornamented

casements

Assimilated into front
garden. PC to note

No.17 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

dull red

no

gable end expressed
internally & ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

none

No.18 Lincoln
Lane (Cedar
House)

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

no

Asymmetrically placed,
through front slope and
ornamented

Standard
modern DG
units

curving red brick wall,
with purple soldier
course.

No.19 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

Concrete Pantiles

dark
grey

creamy grey

no

gable end expressed
internally and ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

none
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Lincoln Lane
Tip Tree
Farmhouse

north-east
corner

gabled

concrete pantile

dark
grey

rich red

yes

gable end internal

Standard
Modern DG
units

Multi-species hedge of
high value

Yes

Tip Tree Farm
Buildings

south-west
corner

gabled

cement/asbestos
sheeting

dark
grey

rich red

no

NA

Original
doors,
windows &
furniture

Brick wall with
speciality brick coping

Yes

No.21 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

Concrete Pan
tiles

dark
grey

creamy grey

no ornamented with
tile-hung panel in
grey

none

original
bespoke
casement
units?

none

No.22 Lincoln
Lane ‘Holly
Green’

towards front

gabled

Concrete Pantiles

dark
grey

rich red

yes

gable end internal

Standard
modern DG
units

White painted picket
fence

Yes

No.23 Lincoln
Lane ‘The Barn’

central

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

rich red

yes

no

bespoke
modern units

drive has always
occupied full width of
plot

Yes

No.25a Lincoln
Lane ‘Courtyard
Barn’

front

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

rich red

yes

no

bespoke
modern units

house wall stands on
boundary

Yes

No.25 Lincoln
Lane – Manor
Farm Cottage

front

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

rich red

yes

mid-line and symmetrically
placed

bespoke
modern sash
units

Mixed species hedge of
high value

(Lulwort )

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dull red

red

yes also ornamented
with applied
stonework panels

Of stone. Placed to one side
of front gable

bespoke
casements

single species hedge

No.27 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

greyish

red

yes

gable end expressed
externally and ornamented

bespoke
casements

multi species hedge

No.29 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

reddish
grey

red

no

gable end placed off centre
and expressed internally
and ornamented

bespoke
casements

multi species hedge

No.30 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

Concrete pantiles

Reddish
grey

red

no, but some tilehung panels

gable end placed off-line
and externally. Ornamented

bespoke
modern units

single species hedge
augmented by low brick
wall with trad. Pantile
coping

No.31 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

yes

gable end placed off-centre
and expressed internally

bespoke
casements

multi species hedge
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No.32 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

Concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

no but augmented
with applied stone
panels

of stone placed
asymmetrically in front
wall

bespoke
hardwood
casements

Composite stone with
brick piers & concrete
copings

No.33 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

clay pantiles?

strong
dull red

red

no

centre line symmetrically
placed & ornamented.

bespoke
casements

thin post and rail

No.34 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

no

asymmetrically placed off
centreline

Standard
casement
units

Low brick wall with
concrete copings

No.35 Lincoln
Lane – ‘Little
Barn’

rear

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

red

yes

no

bespoke
casements

NA entry track is only
Lane frontage

No 36 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

no

asymmetrically placed off
centreline

standard
casement
units

Low brick wall with
concrete copings

No.37 Lincoln
Lane Home Farm
House

central

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

red

yes

gable end (expressed
internally) and
asymmetrically placed on
centre-line & ornamented

bespoke
casement
units

NA, N gable built on
lane-side boundary

No. 38

Central

gabled endon to Lane

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red but part
rendered
and painted

no

internal on side (long) wall

standard DG
units

Low privet hedge

No.39 The
Threshing Barn

NA

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

red

yes

asymmetric on centre line.
Unornamented

bespoke
casements etc.

NA

No.40

central

hipped
pyramidal

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

no

Projects through centre of
forward roof Ornamented

standard
casement
units

picket fence

No.42

central

gabled, endon to Lane

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

creamy grey

no

on centreline placed
asymmetrically

standard
casement
units

painted picket fence

No.44

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

creamy grey

no

asymmetrically placed on
front wall expressed
internally

standard
casement
units

Single species hedge

No.48 Lincoln
Lane

central

hipped

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red
/brown

yes

symmetrically placed paired
in rear roof slope and
unornamented

standard
casement
units

single species hedge
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No.50 Lincoln
Lane

central

hipped

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red/ brown

yes

symmetrically placed paired
in rear roof slope and
unornamented

standard
casement
units

picket fence

No.52 Lincoln
Lane

central

hipped

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red/ brown

yes

symmetrically placed paired
in rear roof slope and
unornamented

standard
casement
units

picket fence

No.54 Lincoln
Lane

central

hipped

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red/
brown

yes

symmetrically placed paired
in rear roof slope and
unornamented

standard
casement
units

single species hedge

No.56 Lincoln
Lane

central

hipped

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red/
brown

yes

symmetrically placed paired
in rear roof slope and
unornamented

standard
casement
units

brick wall with tile
copings

No.58 Lincoln
Lane

central

hipped

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red/
brown

yes

symmetrically placed paired
in rear roof slope and
unornamented

standard
modern DG
units

brick wall with tile
copings

No.60 Sun Mill
House

central

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

red

yes

gable end expressed
internally and
asymmetrically set, on
centre line and ornamented

bespoke
casement
units

low single species hedge

No. 62 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

red

yes

gable end expressed
internally & ornamented

bespoke
casements

mixed species hedge of
high value

No.64 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
organe

red

yes

gable end expressed
externally & ornamented

bespoke
casements

mixed species hedge of
high value

No.66 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dull red

bright red

yes

gable end expressed
internally & ornamented

bespoke
casements

mixed species hedge of
high value

No.68 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

concrete pantiles

dark
grey

red

yes

Gable end expressed
externally & Ornamented

bespoke
casements

mixed species hedge of
high value

No.70 Lincoln
Lane

central

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

red

yes

centrally placed but off
centre line. Ornamented

bespoke
casement
units

mixed species hedge of
high value
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TABLE 3
EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – MAIN STREET Incl. WESTFIELD LANE
Address

location
in Plot

Roof
design

roof tile type

roof tile
colour

brick colour

brick
ornamentation

Chimney stack

window &
door furniture

public/ private boundary

Westfield Lane
Nos.1-14

various

gabled

clay pantile

orangy
red

red

yes

gable end, expressed
externally and ornamented

standard DG
units

various

No.11
Westfield Lane

centre

gabled

Welsh slate

silver
grey

rich red

yes

diminutive stack set
asymmetrically in east
roof slope & ornamented

bespoke
casements and
sashes

none

The Farm
House

centre

gabled

clay pantile

orangey
red

rich red

yes

gable end and centre of
roof line all ornamented

bespoke
casements and
sashes

mixed species hedge of
high value

No.1 Main
Street

centre

gabled

concrete pantile

dark grey

salmon pink with stone
panel

no

asymmetric on centreline

standard
casement units

low brick wall with
concrete copings

No.2 Main
Street

centre

gabled

stone slate

light,
silvery
grey

pale creamy grey with
stone ornamentation

no

of stone asymmetrical on
S façade.

bespoke
casement units

low cream coloured brick
wall with concrete copings

No.3 Main
Street

centre

gabled and
hipped

concrete pantiles

dark grey

pale sandy cream

no

none

bespoke units of
all sorts

thin hedge of single species

No.4 Main
Street

rear

gabled

concrete flat
tiles?

light grey

pale creamy grey

no

none

standard
casement units

low wall of cream coloured
bricks under concrete
coping

No.5 Main
Street

centre

gabled and
hipped

Welsh slate

silvery
grey

not known – rendered and
painted

no

gable end and
symmetrically placed

standard
casement units

low brick wall under
concrete coping

Nos. 1-8
Sempers Close

NA

gabled

concrete pantile

dark grey

pink

no

none

standard
casement units

none

Street
‘Rose Cottge’

rear

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

rich red

yes

centrally placed in mid
line & ornamented

bespoke
casements

rich red brick, partly on
earlier barn wall. Blue
brick soldier course

No.6 Main
Street

centre

hipped

Chinese Slate

shiny
black

rich red

yes

through roof

bespoke
casements

unresolved
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No.7 Main
Street -The Old
Rectory

centre

gabled and
hipped

concrete pantile
(but originally
Welsh slate)

dark grey

rich red

yes

gable end and in line
through roof

bespoke
casement units

picket fence & cast iron
gates.

No.8 Main
Street

rear

gabled

concrete pantile

dark grey

bright sandy yellow, but
with planked panels in
single-storey section

yes

through roof

bespoke
casement units

part high brick wall of
sandy brick part lower red
brick wall with soldier
course coping

No.10 Main
Street

centre

gabled

concrete pantile

dark grey

pinkish grey

no

asymmetrically through
roof slope and ornamented

standard DG
units

single species hedge
(Beech)

No.11 Main
Street

front

gabled

concret e flat
tile?

dark grey

pinkish grey

no

gable end off centre line
and ornamented

standard DG
units

brick wall with ornamental
cast iron railing

No. 12 Main
Street

centre

hipped

concrete pantile

dark grey

completely covered in
stone veneer

yes

through front roof slope
asymmetric and
ornamented

standard DG
units

Low red brick wall with
concrete copings

No.13 Main
Street

front

gabled

concrete pantile?

dark grey

pinkish grey

no

asymmetrically placed
through front roof slope

standard DG
units

brick wall under concrete
copings -brickwork
patterned

No.13A
Main Street

centre

gabled

clay pantile

orangey
red

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
externally and ornamented

bespoke
hardwood
casements

mixed species hedge

No. 14 Main
Street The
Roper House

front

gabled and
hipped

Welsh slate

silvery
grey

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
internally & ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

stone plinth & brick piers
with original cast-ironwork

No.15 Main
Street

centre

hipped
pyramidal

concrete pantiles

dark grey

light cream

no

projecting through roof
slope asymmetrically

standard
casement units

no boundary at all

No 16 Main
Street Manor
Farm House

front

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
internally and through roof
in line

bespoke sashes
and bespoke
casements

part mixed species hedge,
part low yew hedge

No.17 Main
Street

centre

hipped

Slate-like tiles

dark grey

rich red

yes

projecting asymmetrically
through roof

standard
casement units

single species hedge
(conifer)

No.19 Main
Street

centre

gable &
hipped

concrete pantile

dark grey

cream and brown with
stone panel

no

no

standard
casement units

red brick wall with
concrete copings

No.21 Main
Street

centre

gabled

concrete pantile

dark grey

pale cream with painted
and rendered gable-end

no

no

bespoke
casements

single species hedge
(beech)
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No.23 Main
Street

rear

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

rich red

no

stack set on gable at break
of roof level Ornamented

bespoke
casements

Yew hedge and other
species.

TABLE 4
EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – BLACKSMITHS LANE
Address

location
in plot

roof
type

tiling type

tiling
colour

brick colour

brick detailing & other
surface ornamentation

Chimney stack

window & door
type

public/private boundary

No.1

central

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

light pink

yes

none

standard casement
units

short run of single species
hedge

No.2

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

no

none

standard casement
units

Low planter of stone with
mixed annuals and perennials

No.3

central

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

light pink

yes

none

standard casement
units

screen of birch trees

No.4

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

sandy pink but
covered in stone
veneer

no

none

standard replacement
DG units

mixed shrubs

No.5

central

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

light pink

yes

none

standard casement
units

single species hedge (Laurel)

No.6

front

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red

no

gable end expressed
externally and ornamented

standard casement
units

No boundary hard landscaping
to public road

No.7

central

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

light pink

yes

centre line asymmetrically
placed

standard casement
units

picket fence with planting on
public verge

No.8

front

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red

no

gable end expressed
externally

standard casement
units

no boundary hard landscaping
to public road

No.10

front

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red

no

gable end expressed
externally and ornamented

standard casement
units

no boundary hard landscaping
to public road

No.11

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red but rendered
and painted

no

off centre line expressed
internally and ornamented

standard casement
units

Elaborate front garden
landscape (Takes in part of
public verge?)

No.12

front

gabled

concrete
pantiled

dark grey

red

no

gable end expressed
externally and ornamented

standard casement
units

red brick wall with concrete
copings & added cast iron
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railings
No.14

central

gabled

artificial
slate?

dark grey

pale pink

no

gable end expressed
externally undecorated

standard casement
units

mixed species hedge of high
value

No.15 The
Cottage

front

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
internally

bespoke sash and
casement windows

post and rail fence with single
species hedge to the north.

No.17

front

hipped

concrete
pantile

dark grey

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
externally and ornamented

standard casement
units

Low red brick wall with
concrete copings

No.19
Blacksmiths
Cottage

SW corner

gabled

clay
pantiles

orangey
red

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
internally

bespoke casement
units with glazing
bars

Low red brick wall with
soldier course of blue
engineering bricks

yes

TABLE 5
EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – FOSSE LANE
Address

location
in plot

roof type

tiling type

tiling
colour

brick colour

brick detailing &
other surface
ornamentation

Chimney stack

window &
door type

public/private boundary

No.1

centre

gabled
(garage
hipped)

concrete
pantile

dark
pinkish
grey

garage red but gable
yellow and grey

yes. Stone veneer on
lower storey

none?

bespoke units

none. Public verge
assimilated into garden
landscape

No.1A

centre

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark
pinkish
grey

redish brown

yes

gable end expressed
externally and decorated

bespoke units

single species hedge
(Leylandii) gives way to
mixed species hedge of
high value

No.2

centre of
large plot

hipped
(pyramidal)
and gabled

ceramic tiles
and
composite
slates?

dull red
and shiny
black

red

yes. Tile hung panels
between windows in
projecting bay
window

tall stacks on original
external walls, expressed
externally and decorated

standard
casement
units

Mixed species hedge of
high value

No 5

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

red

stone buttress and
weatherboarded gable
panel

asymmetrically placed in
both front and rear roof
slopes and ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

tall single species hedge
(Leylandii)

No 6

centre

gabled

concrete
Pantiles

dark grey

creamy yellow

no

asymmetric on north gable
end Ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

single species hedge
(conifer)
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No 7

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

creamy grey

stone buttresses,
rendering and
weatherboarded gable
panel

asymmetrically placed in
rear roof slope and
ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

shrubs (lonicera?) and
planting (rose-bed)

No 8

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

salmon pink

no

On S gable end, on centre
line and ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

Low hedge of Lavendula
bushes

No 9

centre

gabled

concrete
composite
flat tiles

dark grey

creamy yellow

stone buttresses

asymmetrically placed in
forward roof slope and
ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

Low composite stone wall
under concrete coping

No 10

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dull dark
pink

creamy grey

planked gable apex

none?

standards
casement
units

none

No 11

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

pink-grey but
largely rendered
and painted.

Stone plinth to bay
window

asymmetrically placed in
northern roof slope and
ornamented

bespoke
units?

low pierced concrete block
wall with concrete coping

No 12

centre

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

salmon pink

no

none?

modern DG
units

mixed species hedge
(conifer & laurel)

No 13

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

yellow brick

stone quoins and
added stone plinth to
bay window

asymmetrically placed in
forward roof slope and
ornamented

standard
modern DG
units

single species hedge
(conifer)

No 14

centre

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

light pink with
substantial veneer
of stone

no

none ?

modern DG
units

none. The public verge has
been appropriate.

No 15

centre

hipped

Welsh slate

silver
grey

rich orangey red

yes

symmetrically placed on
north wall expressed
internally and decorated

bespoke
hardwood
casements

multi species hedge of high
value

Yes

No.17 ‘Mr Blow’s
House’

front

gabled

clay pantiles

dull
orange

rich orangey red

yes

gable end expressed
internally and
symmetrically on centre
line through roof at rear.
All are ornamented

Modern DG
units

white painted picket fence

Yes

No 18a Hill
Cottage (formerly
Woodbine
Cottage)

centre

gabled

Welsh slate

silvery
grey

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
internally Ornamented

bespoke 3X6
and 6X6
sashes

decorative iron railing

Yes
LISTED II
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No 18b (formerly
South
Croft/Brooke
House)

centre

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

rich red

yes

gable end expressed
internally. ornamented

standard
casement
units
replacing
sashes

decorative iron railing

No 19 Plot
includes Feathers’
Engineering

rear

hipped
Pyramidal

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

red

no

asymmetricaly placed on
side façade, tall and
ornamented.

standard
casement
units

none (shares front with
Feathers Engineering carpark

No 21

forward

hipped
pyramidal

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red

no

asymmetrically on side
façade, tall and ornamented

standard
casement
units

part single species hedge
(Leylandii)

No 22

forward

gabled

clay tile

dun grey

pinky yellow

no

asymmetric through roof
slope and gable end
expressed internally
unornamented

standard
casement
units

mixed species hedge of
high value

No 23 The Mount

centre

gabled

Welsh slate

silvery
grey

rich red

yes

gable end, not on centre
line, expressed internally
and ornamented

bespoke sash
and casements

mixed species of high
value

No 24

forward

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

salmon pink with
weatherboarded
gable apex

no

asymmetric on centre line
Unornamented

standard
casement
units

single species hedge (Yew)

No 25

centre

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

red

no

gable end expressed
internally and ornamented

bespoke
casement
units

NA

No 26

forward

gabled

clay pantile

dull
orange

sandy golden colour
with rectilinear
stone panel

no

asymmetric on centre line
un ornamented

standard
casement
units

shrubs and low planting

No 27

central

gabled

clay pantile

dul
orange

pinky grey

yes

gable end expressed
internally and ornamented

bespoke
casement
units

multi species hedge of high
value

No 28

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

sandy golden colour
painted and
rendered panel

no

asymmetric off centreline
unornamented

standard
casement
units

multi species hedge of high
value

No 29 ‘Ebenezer’
& outbuildings

northern
edge

hipped

clay pantile

dull
orange

rich red local brick

yes, brick used highly
ornamentally

Symmetric pair through
north roof slope. highly
ornamented

bespoke 6X6
sashes and
casements

Part multi species hedge of
high value. Part high
quality brick wall with
integral succulent bed
along top
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No 30

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red painted and
rendered panel

no

asymmetric off centre line
Un ornamented

standard
casement
units

line of dispersed shrubs
and other open planting

No 31

central

gabled

concrete tile

dark grey

sandy yellow

no

asymmetric through rear
roof slope unornamented

standard
casement
units

partial hedge of mixed
conifers

No 32

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red stone veneer
panel

no

asymmetric off centre line
Un ornamented

standard
casement
units

line of dispersed shrubs
and other open planting

34

central

gabled

concrete
pantile

dark grey

red

no

asymmetric on centre line
and Unornmented

modern
bespoke
hardwood
units.

single species hedge (Yew)

No 36

central

hipped

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

salmon pink wt
rendered panels
painted

no

asymmetric through roof
slope. Unornamented

standard
casement
units

single species hedge
(Leylandii)

No 38

central

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

deep red rendered
and painted panels

yes

asymmetric on centre line.
Unornamented

bespoke
casement
units

mixed species hedge of
high value

No 40

central

gabled

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

sandy golden colour

no

asymmetric on centre line.
Ornamented

standard
casement
units

none – lawn extends onto
public verge

No 42

central

hipped
pyramidal

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

salmon pink

no

asymmetric through roof
slope ornamented

standard
casement
units

low red brick with
‘castellated’ coping

No 44

central

hipped
pyramidal

concrete
pantiles

dark grey

salmon pink

no

asymmetric through roof &
ornamented

bespoke
modern DG
units

low single species hedge
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TABLE 6 EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – SCHOOL LANE
Address

location
in plot

roof type

tiling type

tiling
colour

brick colour

brick detailing &
other surface
ornamentation

Chimney stack

window & door
type

public/private
boundary

Nos. 1 & 2
School Lane (Old
School House)

front

Gabled with dormers

concrete pantiles

grey

largely rendered,
but rich orangey
red brick visible

elaborate use of
brickwork & tile. Tilehung gables.

prominent design
features on S façade and
finely decorated

replaced with
inappropriate stock
units

picket fence

No.5 School
Lane

centre

gabled with both ‘eyebrow’ & more
conventional dormers

bespoke square
clay – imitating
wood shingles

silver
grey

light cream

Tile-hung dormers

W gable end
asymmetric&
ornamented

Bespoke doors &
casements

single-species hedge
(Leylandii?)

No.6
School Lane

centre

gabled

concrete pantile

dark grey

pinkish orange

ornamental stone panel in
forward-facing gable

centrally placed,
asymmetric, ornamented

Original timber
casements & doors

Multispecies hedge
of high value.

No.7
School
Lane

rear

gabled

clay pantile

rich
orange

greyish sandybrown & painted
render

Ornamental brick
columns to entrance
verandah

Large feature in front
façade, brick with
decorative limestone
band

Original bespoke
glazed doors and
casement windows

Multispecies hedge
of high value.

TABLE 6
EXISTING DESIGN FEATURES – STATION ROAD.
Address

location
in plot

roof type

tiling
type

tiling
colour

brick colour

brick detailing & other
surface ornamentation

Chimney stack

window & door
type

public/private
boundary

Sensitive
Building?

No.1 Station Road
‘Stationmasters
House’ (‘Safari’)

NA

gabled

Welsh
slate

silvery
grey

gault clay cream

Decrative wooden
verandah. Decorative
pierced bargebaords. Stone
sills & lintels

Central. Highly
ornamented, including
cut brick

original sash

informal boundary of
standard trees

Yes. Listed
II

No.2
The Railway Inn

front

gabled

welsh
slate

silver
grey

local rich red

stone lintels & simple door
casement

on either gable.
Ornamented

Replaced top-hung
pseudo-sashes

none (car park)

Yes

No.3
‘Leander’

central

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

sandy brown

ornamental kneelers

through hipped roof at
N end. Minimal
ornamentation

replaced stock DG
units

single specied hedge
(Leylandii)
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No.4
The Poultry Farm

front

gabled

clay
pantile

rich dull
ornage

local rich red

dentillated cornice, brick
turned segmental window
& door heads. Small
kneelers.

One on either gable.
One external one
internal. Third on ridge.
All ornamented

Replaced stock DG
units (false glazing
bars)

low wall of rich red
local brick.
Ornamental brick
coping

No.5
‘Cadeby’

central

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

sandy brown

ornamental kneelers and
recessed porch arch detail.
Ornamental porthole
window

attached to S gable,
expressed internally.
Ornamented

replaced stock DG
units

Single species thorn
hedge

No.7
‘Elsray’

central

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

sandy brown

recessed porch arch detail

through S Roof.
Ornamented

replaced stock DG
units

post and rail fence

No.9
‘Brackley’

central

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

sandy brown

none

through S roof.
Ornamented

replaced stock DG
units

no boundary. Garden
appropriates public
verge

No.11
‘Wilkie’

central

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

sandy brown

recessed porch arch detail

through S roof.
Ornamented

replaced stock DG
units

Low wall with taller
piers in artificial stone

No.13 ‘Dorinda’

front

gabled

concrete
tile

dull
grey

bright red

none

through ridge
asymmetric.
Ornamented

replaced stock DG
units

Hurdle fence with
single-species hedge
(Leylandii) inside
boundary

No.17 ‘Greenridge’

front

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

sandy orange

none

through forward-facing
roof. Asymmetric.
Ornamented

replaced stock DG
units

mixed species
ornamental hedge

No.19
‘Shiralee’

front

half-hipped with
flat-roofed
dormers

concrete
tile

dull
grey

bright red plinth.
Otherwise
Rendered and
painted

None visible

To rear.
Unornamented?

replaced with stock
DG units

Single species Thorn
hedge with standards
inside boundary

No.21
‘Tuscana’

front

gabled (end on to
Lane)

concrete
tile

dull
grey

pinkish red

none visible

attached to N gable of
cross-range.
Ornamented

replaced with DG
units

Concrete post and
large panel fence

No.23
‘The Bungalow’

front

gabled (end on to
Lane)

concrete
tile

dull
grey

bright red in
forwardprojecting bay.
Otherwise
rendered and
painted

none visible

through S roof
Asymmetric.
Ornamented

replaced with stock
DG units

single species thorn
hedge.

No.25
‘Arloak’

front

gabled (end on to
Lane) with huge
flat-roofed, tile-

concrete
tile

dull
grey

dark red

tile-hanging detail on
dormer

through ridge
asymmetric.
ornamented

replaced with stock
DG units

single species hedge
(Leylandii)
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hung, dormers
No.27
‘Penpol’

centre

hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

bright orangey
red

none

through ridge
symmetric

replaced with DG
units

Low red brick wall
with taller piers.
Wrought iron detailing
between piers

No.31

front

Gabled

Welsh
slate

rich
silver
grey

Rich dark red

dentillated cornice,
segmental-headed window
arches. Door detailing.
Stone sills. Cut brick
chamfered plinth

Gable ends, expressed
internally. Ornamented

bespoke timber DG
casements and
panelled doors

Mixed Species hedge
of high value.
Contains 2 standard

No.33
‘Bamford’

front

Hipped
(Pyramidal)

concrete
tile

dull
grey

Rendered and
Painted

none visible

centrally placed at apex
of pyramid

replacements of
original timber
casements

post and rail fence

No.35
‘Allenbeck’

font

Hipped

concrete
tile

dull red

Rendered and
painted

none visible

Through S roof
asymmetric.
Ornamented

stock DG units

picket fence

No.37
‘Irena’

front

Hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

mid red

none visible

On N wall Ornamented

stock DG units

picket fence

No.39
‘Windermere’

front

Hipped

concrete
tile

dull
grey

mid red

none visible

On N Wall Ornamented

stock DG units

waist high red brick
wall with larger
pillars. Pierced
concrete block &
coping

No.41
‘West View’

front

Gabled

concrete
tiles

dull
reddish
grey

rich orangey red

NA

Gable ends expressed
internally

Replacement topopening pseudosash and modern
replacement doors

conifer hedge
(Leylandii)

No.43
‘Selwyn’

front

gabled

Concrete
tiles

dull
grey

pinkish red

none visible

none?

Stock DG Units

mixed species hedge
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